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Are
•
coca1ne
and
••
mariJuana
mentally
addictive?

-

New Expression
gave 700 Chicago
teenagers a " Drug I.Q.
Test" and discovered
that most were ignorant
of an addiction to
cocaine and marijuana
that the National
Institute on Drug Abuse
calls mental addiction.

•

Reporter George
Hampilos talked to teen
drug-users who insist
that they are not
mentally addicted to
drugs. Read what they
said on Page 5.

•

Measure your own
"Drug I.Q." by taking
New Expression's test,
prepared by three of
our staff writers along
with University of Illinois
professor, Dr. Ralph
Morris, on Page 4 .

•

Claudelle Daguerre·s
regular law column
looks at drugs and the
law on Page 6.

~hoto

by Kenny Reed

• Chicago's new public
school superintendent,
, Manford Byrd, disclosed to
reporter Lisa Moultrie his
plans to start a city-wide
student council
organization in an interview
featured on Page 3.
• Don't sit around and be

Modeled by James E. Bailey

Also Inside
bored this summer! Get
into the swing of things
with New Expression's
Summer Activities Planning
Guide on Page 10 and the
Summer Events Calendar
on Page 20.
e New Expres!,iOn is
offering a $750 reward to

public school juniors who
think that they can evaluate
their schools and defend
their recommendations for
change in the city's high
schools. For more
information, see the
Project:lnSIDER application
on Page 7.

• Last month, New
Expression made a
national appearance in
People Magazine. Read
what has happened to the
staff at New Expression
since then in James
Gultry's entertainment
column on Page 17.

This is the last issue of New Expression for this school year, and so
we want to take this opportunity to
thank some of the corporations and
foundations that help us publish the
paper.
As a student reader, you receive
the paper free of charge. But back in
our office, the student editors are
facing bills of $5,000 per issue to
print the paper. Those publishing
costs are partially financed by the
following Sponsors who believe that
teens can edit a good newspaper
and who are willing to pay for 70,000
copies each month so that over half
of the high school students in Chicago can receive a copy.
The staff thanks them for making
a city-wide teen newspaper possible.

Editors'
thanks

1

New Expression Sponsors
Leo Burnett Co., Inc.
Burrell Advertising
Chicago Sun-Times Charitable Trust
D'ARCY MACMANUS & MASIUS
Fei-Pro Mecklenburger Foundation
Lake Superior Newsprint
Charles Levy Circulating Company
Robert R. McCormick Charitable Trust
Newsweb Corporation
The Stroh Brewery Company

. "f;'I
I

I I

1984-85 Editors (top to bottom): Ron
Smith, Colleen T. Robinson, Charles
Smoot, Carla Mclean, George Hampilos
and Brendalyn Legrone.

We, the 1984-85 outgoing editors
of New Expression, wish to express thanks to all of our readers
and staff writers who have helped
make New Expression what it is
today.
We would like to thank the reporters who put in the hours necessarj
to come up with quality news
stories. We would like to thank those
of you who wrote "letters to the
editor," for without you, the opinion
page would not be complete.

Youth Communication Benefactors
1984-85

Amoco Foundation
The Chicago Bar Foundation
The Chicago Community Trust
Chicago Council for the Fine Arts
The Goleman/Fannie May Candies
Foundation, Inc.
Dow Jo11es Newspaper Fund
Illinois Bell
Illinois Arts Council
Albert Pick, Jr. Fund
W. P. & H. B. White Foundation

Job threat over?
The threat is over! The Mayor's summer job program will not be cut from
eight weeks to four weeks of work. The
threat arose when the news media reported that President Reagan had proposed to cut $100 million from summer
job salaries. That cut would have reduced Chicago's funds by $10 million
and would have forced the city to lay off
youths by August 1 instead of the
planned eigth-week work period.
President Reagan's proposed cut
didn't go into effect. According to Renee
Coe, legislative assistant to the Senate
Labor and Human Resource's Subcommittee on Employment, Congress
had until April 24 to act on the proposal.
They did not act on it, ending the threat.
Even though the threat of a wage cut
is over, the threat of not getting one of
tne 26,000 jobs is still on.
The application lines at in-take centers began to form on April 22 for 14thru-17-year-olds, but by the third day of
registration, some city supervisors were
sending teens away. On May 7, Daniel
Miller, supervisor of the center at 3918
S. State said, "We don't have any more

spaces for 14-17 year-olds." A similar
situation occured at the 10001 S.
Woodlawn site, while other sites were
still taking this age group a week later.
When New Expression attempted for
four days to secure an explanation from
the Mayor's Office of Summer Employment, no one was available for comment.
A reliable source told New Expression that some areas of the city with
high crime and gangs will be targeted for
more jobs than other areas, which may
explain why some centers ran out of jobs
ahead of others.
Because the Mayor's job program is
funded by the federal government, the
city must follow national quotas. Those
quotas allow fewer jobs for 14-and 15year-olds than for 18-to-2 1-year-olds,
and that helps explain why younger
teens were sent away while older teens
could still apply.
On Monday's, applications for 18-21year-olds are still available at all centers.
For information about applying, call
744-7853.
Arnisa Bell

Frosh get help
There's a freshman epidemic raging in
Chicago . About 899 of this year's
graduating class caught it in their
freshman year. And the problem is still
out of control.
The disease is flunking classes.
What causes it? According to our survey of three freshman divisions in Kenwood Academy, 30 per cent of the students complained of transitional problems. "The work seemed too difficult for
me," Anthony said. "Compared to last
year in eighth grade, the work now is
very difficult. So even with tutoring I

failed Early World History."
Another 19 per cent blamed their failures on the uncooperativeness of their
teachers. Tracey qlaimed that her
teachers didn't explain the material
thoroughly enough. "Even after numerous reviews, I still didn't understand the
material and so I just failed the class."
Nine per cent of the freshmen we
interviewed admitted that they had put
no effort into their work and were unwilling to try. Kevin says he pressed himself
to try to learn geometry, but he gave up
(Contin!Jed on page 17)

What can you oHer a high school graduate
who isn't going to college? A good living.
"It was for me.
To me, it's my
alma mater. I
learned how to
write in the
Coast Guard. I
went in as a mess
boy and I cane
out as a Chi£! ,'
Journalist.
"It was thH
Alex Haley,
most impor tan t
author of Roots.
experience 0 ~
my life. And it can be yours :oo,
if you're qualified."
Today, the Coast Guard offer s
great opportunities for young r."len
and wom~n. You can be part of a
small service that does a big job:
saving lives, fighting pollution ,
and enforcing maritime law.
If this sounds good to you , call
or wirte us. As Alex Haley says :
"You can do a lot of good for
yourself helping others. And that's
what the Coast Guard is all about. ' '

Ron Sample does ·one
of the most important
iobs in America.
He learned It In the Coast Guard.

. ..
'

CHI EF PETTY OFFICER

LORNE M . SMITH
MKl

GEORGE SIMIRSKI

1101 N. MILWAUKEE AVE.
NILES, IL 60648

CALL COLLECT
(312) ~346

As a senior Aviation Machinist Mate
at Brooklyn Air Station, Ron Sample has
a lot of responsibility. Not only does he
supervise the highly technical maintenance and repair of the Coast Guard aircraft used in rescue operations-but he
is often a member of the crew performing the rescue.
It's a job that calls for a rare combination of courage, leadership and
technical expertise. And Ron Sample
has plenty of all three.
Like the crew members he supervises, Ron learned his profession in the
Coast Guard . He earned his rate through
a series of specialized schools and practical experience, and now intends to
make the Coast Guard his career.
"I like the job security," Sample
says. "And I especially like the
idea of helping others while
you help yourself."
Ron Sample is what today's Coast Guard is all
about: great career opportunities for young men and ·
women. We can help you learn
profitable skills, get an education and receive great salary
and benefits in the process.

AN'ARMED SERVICE AND MORE
New Expression May 1985

:ale of 2 city school superintendents
icago: New hope!

'hortly after Manford Byrd
Ia umed his job as SuperinSr 1ent of Schools in March,
!r~ ditors of New Expression
er. to consider some queslor s they would like to ask him
1m wt the future of the
1y- ools. After the list of quesrn- rs was prepared, they
ed Usa Moultrie, School
~ 1irs Editor, to seek an interor w with Superintendent

Cleveland: Tragedy!

Byrd so that she could pose
these questions to him.
It took her three weeks of
constant calling to win the
interview, but she finally convinced Byrd's press secretary
that she wouldn't give up. On
May 10, by phone from Hyde
Park Career Academy, Usa
talked with the new superintendent. This is what he told
her.

~~------------------------------------------By Lisa Moultrie

)5

is l.There has been a lot of

1e \fusion, rumors, and here-

>e among some of the Board
5bers in the near past.
s, 1s, many students and par~r s have lost faith and trust in
1s Board. Are you planning
ne way to re-establish that
1- ;t?

s. L I plan to work in every way to
~I 'ress all educational concerns.

I-

1e Board and I can work to1er by opening up and sharing
rmation that is valid and accu! and by following up on public
1ments, we can restore the
jibility of the School Board.

ir re participation of high

11

r-

.~

e

rt

cellent college preparatory
program. What do you plan to
do to insure that students in the
general high school receive
preparation for college?

A. I don't know. How would you ,
as a student, reach these students?

A. More and more programs
must be added in the general high
school , but , of course, there is a
price for that. I want to improve
science programs. I want a
physics teacher to explain the
value of physics so that more students in general high schools
elect physics. I want there to be
more counseling, especially for
fr-eshmen, in order for them to
mal--e a smooth transition to high
school. If we get the money for
these programs, they will begin in
September.

[I recommended public announcements, inviting students to
participate. These could be made
through New Expression and
. other media that teens have access to. Dr. Byrd said he would
consider it.]

a. Do you have other ideas
for involving students?

students in the·
:ision-making of the Board.
! you going to create a stu1t advisory board of some
·t to get the students inved?

I· '- My plan has been approved
H ·eorganize the school districts
P that the high schools and
') mentary school districts will be
1arate. Three high school disIs will be created. These disIs will be supervised by one
ct superintendent. This will be
!ctive July 1. This way the high
1ools can do different things.
r example, I will institute a
mcil of high school student
ders in each district. The three
mcils will be city-wide units that
meet with me to discuss the
dents' concerns. The students
be selected by the individual
h schools.

• By leaving the selection of
1dents who would participate
this c~ncll up to the faculty
ct administration In the high

A. I'm a firm believer in young
people working to help determine
their communities. They could
cooperate with the surrounding
community to deal with gangs and
other problems. There is a big role
students can play.

a.

Will you make surprise
visits to high schools to see
what they are really like?

A. The bulk of my visits will be
unannounced. So far, I've only
made surprise visits to elementary schools.

a.

Your son is a Lindblom
student. Has he ever come to
you and commented on the
school system.?

A. My son rarely comes to me
with comments . He likes
Lindblom. If he does have concerns about the school system, he
has not shared them with me. I ask
him daily how things are at school.

a. Lindblom is a high school
that has been noted for its ex-

"Use my
suicide to rid
yourselves of
petty politics,
racial political
greed, hate and
corruption/'

Manford Byrd

schools, only the top students
would be picked. How would
you involve a variety of students- those who are average
students or not college bound?

l. Maybe what could help is

lr 1001

On Jan. 14, Cleveland's
School Superintendent, Dr.
Frederick Holliday, was
found dead in a Cleveland
high school. Dr. Holliday left
· a note that explained his
reasons for committing suicide.

a. It has been several years
since you've taught in the
school system. What did you
notice while you were teaching
that will help you to be a better
superintendent?

A. I realized that there are different degrees of effectiveness of
teachers. Also, some students are
more serious than others. Some
students' attendance records are
spotty which prevents success in
school.

a. What is your motivation?
When things get rough - contract negotiations, voting on
new policies - what will keep
you going?
A. My basic love for students,
my love for the Chicago Public
School System, and the desire to
see it succeed and provide a better education for students.

a. Is this enough?
A. So far it has been.

Through our Youth News
Service, New Expression
was able to ask a Cleveland
public school student to
write her feelings about the
suicide of Dr. Holliday. Here
is the letter we received
from Marilyn Oliveras, a
junior at Jane Addams High
School in Cleveland, Ohio.
March 20, 1985
To the students of Chicago,
My name is Marilyn Oliveras. I
was selected to address a letter to
the students of Chicago and inform them of the viewpoints and
reactions of the student body at
Jane Addams Business Careers
Center, a magnet school in the
Cleveland Public School System,
before and after the suicide of our
superintendent.
The Cleveland Public Schools
went through many changes over
the past ten years. One of the
biggest changes was the desegregation of the teachers and students in 1979. After this action
there was much hostility and criticism and the system lost much
support of the general public.
However, those of us who had
faith in our school went along with
every procedure down to the last
detail to make this action work and
make our schools better in every
way. Believe it or not, through the
help of those who had faith , we did
make them better.
One of our faithful persons was
the last superintendent, Dr. Fre-

derick Holliday. While in office he
made many changes to improve
our schools. For some people, the
most noticeable change was that
he was our first black superintendent.
Dr. Holliday was loved and respected by students of every ethnic background. He, too, loved
and respected us. He loved being
with the students and always
made frequent visits to all the
schools. Any actions he made he
did for us; we were his highest
priority. He was always interested
in our opinions about issues concerning the schools.
On January 14, Dr. Holliday
was found dead in the stairwell of
one his favorite high schools.
Later a letter addressed to the City
of Cleveland was found in the
principal's office wherll it had been
composed. ·In the letter, Dr. Holliday wrote of many things that the
students were not aware of. He·
stated that the many disagreements he had experienced with
the School Board before his death
had just been too much to accept.
He explained that his actions
were for the sake of the students.
It was as if he was our martyr and
his action caused many different
reactions among us.
When I first heard of the death,
in my law class the students were
in a frenzy, shouting their opinions
all at once. The death was never
formally announced over the P.A.,
but everyone had learned of the
tragedy by the end of the day. By 6
p.m. that evening the City of
Cleveland had read his letter that
was rightfully addressed to them.
Each student has his or her own
fixed opinion on the situation. One
reaction that I question is the way
the City of Cleveland reacted
toward the death. I wondered ,
" Why are they trying to forget his
death so quickly? Are they trying
to cover up their embarrassment?" I still don't have the answers to those questions!

"The fighting
among school
board members
and what petty
politics is doing
to the system has
. k en ed me ... "
s1c

HERFF JONES CLASS RINGS
Presents

CUSTOMER OF THE YEAR CONTEST
***************
***************
*************** \ftllti ***************
***************
***************
1st PRIZE:
2nd PRIZE:

3rd PRIZE:
4th PRIZE:
5th PRIZE:

LIMO TO PROM AND PAYMENT FOR PROM BID
CARRIAGE RIDE AND DINNER FOR TWO AT GINO'S
EAST PIZZA

-Special Ring Sale Extended

~o

CASH PAYMENT FOR PROM BID
$50.00 SAVINGS BOND
SCHOOL JACKET

June 15, 1985

ORDER YOUR CLASS RING AT:

HICAGO GRADUATE SUPPLY
COMPANY

MCGOVERN'S SPORTING GOODS
& SCHOOL SUPPLIES

:1n the STEVEN' S BUILDING - next to WIEBOL DT'S
[)()WNTOWN)
13TH FLOOR ROOM 1318 17 NORTH STATE STREET

(a cross the str eet f rom L ANE TECH HIGH SCHOOL)
3 455 NORTH WESTERN AV ENUE

OPEN: MONDAY thrv F RIDAY 10:00 TILL 5:00
SATURDAYS TIL L 3:00

SOUTH SlOE
LOCATION:

NORTH SIDE
LOCATION:

DOWNTOWN
LOCATION:

OPEN: WEDNESDAYS ONLY

11:00 T ILL 3:30

SOUTHEAST STATIONERY & SCHOOL
SUPPLIES
(a c ross t h e street from CHICAGO VOC ATIONAL HIGH
SCHOO L)
2115 EAST 87t h STREET
OPEN: tat & 3r d TUESDAY OF EACH MON TH 11:00 T'l.L 3:30

$30 00 DEPOSIT REQUIRED TO ORDER

STOP IN ANY OF THE ABOVE LOCATIONS FOR CONTEST RULES AND RESTRICTIONS
New Expression May 1985
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Pot-smokers: 'We're
Drug I.Q. Test

7/o Detoxification treatment for
marijuana abuse involves:
a) patient undergoing physical
treatment
b) a patient receiving psychotherapy
c) a patient undergoing both
physical and mental treatments
d) there is no help available for
marijuana abusers

®a
What effect can cocaine
use have on a pregnant woman?
a) abnormal fetal development
b) bleeding occuring in the uterus
c) weak formation of the umbilical
cord
d) formation of blisters in the fallopian tubes

~t Which

of the following
selections best describes the
first aid which should be administered to a person who has
overdosed on PCP?

Does cocaine use increase one's
appetite?
Please circle the letter of the
correct choice.

~ o Cocaine use is:
a) Physically addictive
b) Mentally addictive
c) Physically and mentally addictive
d) Cocaine is not addictive

~o Which

of the following
kinds of emotional behavior best
describes the mental effects of
PCP?
a) Hilarity, feelings of exhilaration,
anxiety
b) paranoid delusions, hallucma·
tions, profound depression
c) little tension and anxiety, a
feeling of well-be1ng , fearfulness
d) calmness, reduced mental actiVIty, very relaxed

~

Which of the following
physical behaviors best describes the effects of PCP use?
a) sweatmg , mvoluntary eye
movement, vomiting
b) increased appetite. reddemng
of the eyes. throat 1rritat1on
c) relaxat1on, respiration decrease, sleep1ness

d) decrease of heart rate, decrease of pupil s1ze, disturbance of speech

~o Which

of the following
statements is incorrect?

a) Some men encounter breast
enlargement when using
marijuana.
b) Male marijuana users can become permanently sterile.
c) Marijuana is not physically addictive.
d) Marijuana smoke contains
more cancer causing agents
than tobacco smoke.

~o

Which one of the following
statements is not a common psychological effect of cocaine?
a) hypertens1on
b) hystena
c) aggressiveness
d) loss of sexual des1re
1

~

In terms of addictiveness,
marijuana is:
a) physically addictive
b) mentally add1ct1ve
c) marijuana is not addictive
d) both physically and mentally
add1ct1ve

a) Shake the victim abruptly until
they come out of the ·•trip."
b) Put the victim in a cold bath and
get a physician.
c) Leave the victim alone and do
not bother getting help.
d) Calmly talk to the person in a
qUiet and safe surrounding and
get a physician.

~@

o Why do users become
depressed after smoking marijuana?

a) Marijuana acts on certain brain
cells which make the user depressed.
b) Smokers become depressed
only because of the mood they
are in, not because of smoking
pot.
c) Marijuana makes the user feel
depressed because of loss of
appetite.
d) Marijuana does not make the
user depressed, it makes the
user happier.

~U

Which of the following
statements is incorrect?
a) Cocaine g1ves the user added
energy
b) Cocame use increases appetitE!.
c) Cocame (smffed) can deterIOrate a user's nasal cartilage
d) Coca ine can make a user
hyperactive

immun~

~ ~ o Detoxification treatment

for a cocaine abuser involves?

a) physical treatment
b) mental treatment (psychotherapy)
c) physical and mental treatment
d) There is no available treatment
for cocaine abusers.

~~

o Which of the following
drug combinations will cause the
most violent and uncontrolled
behavior?

a)
b)
c)
d)

cocaine and heroin
marijuana and alcohol
marijuana and PCP
cocaine and PCP

~~a

Pot as well as alcohol
burns away brain cells. This
statement is:
a) True. Pot and alcohol directly

burn away brain cells.
b) True. Pot and alcohol only
rectly burn away brain eel
acting upon red blood
which in turn do the destruc
c) False. Only pot burns c.
brain cells.
d) False. Only alcohol (actin
an organic solvent) can
away brain cells.

~~a

Marijuana is leg}
used by some cancer pati
because:
a) Marijuana contains chem
which destroy cancer cell~
b) Marijuana suppresses the
a patient suffers.
c) Marijuana increases app
which is decreased du
chemotherapy.
d) Marijuana contains chemi
that act on white blood c
which in turn destroy cat
cells.

Check your answers
The 700 tests New Expression distributed to
teens in Chicago were
graded by a computer. We
discovered that the 479
teens who claim to have
had drug education scored
better on their tests than
those who haven't had drug
education. But even among
the drug-educated, 50 per-

cent of the test-takers wou.
pull a grade of "P ' for thE
scores of "33%" or lower
The correct answers
each item of the test a
printed below. In parenth
sis you will find the perce
tage of students who a
swered that question c .
rectly.

1. b ( 17%) Generally cocaine
is mentally addictive but in
some cases such as smoking
and ingesting it can be physically addictive.

necessary for mental addictiCJl
to marijuana.

8. a (74%)
9. d (46%)

2. b (67%)

10. a (46%)

3. a (39%)

11.b(43%)

12. b ( 14%) Although som
physical therapy is involveWith some patients, treatmer
for cocaine users consist
mamly of psychological help.

4. b ( 15°1o) Male marijuana
users can become temporarily
impotent, but when they stop
smoking pot their sperm count
usually returns to the normal
level.

13. d (49%) The combinatio
of coca1ne and PCP have vic
lent and harmful effects.

6. b (29°o) Marijuana is only a
mentally addictive drug.

14. d (8°'o} Only alcohol deter
1orates brain cells. Manjuan
can damage cells but does nc
detenorate them

7. b (23°o) Detox treatment IS
not appropriate for marijuana
users, but psychotherapy is

JACKETS- SWEATERS
e EMBLEMS
for ALL SCHOOLS
All Styles
wool, nylon or satin jackets
ORDER 1 to 1000

Customized Prom Dresses,
Lingerie &
Accessories

Come to our factory or phone us
for free design kit
• Cheer & Pep Club Outfits
• Custom T-Shirts and Sweaters Fo .... Groups
• Special Team Discounts
• Award Letters

5211 South Harper Avenue
Chtcago, Illinois 60615

CHICAGO KNITTING MILLS

3344 W. Montrose
D
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addictiveness'
George Hampilos
ver forty-five per cent of the

teens who sat down to take
' Expression's Drug Test !ast
1th admitted that they use
themselves.
1e test results indicate that
1s are misinformed about
tal addiction to marijuana and
1ine. Only 31 per cent corly described cocaine as
ntally addictive." And only 33
cent named marijuana as
ntally addictive."
oth marijuana and cocaine are
'ed to be mentally addictive.
aine sniffed is mentally addicbut cocaine smoked or in~d can be both physically and
1ta:ly addictive.
addiction is not as easy
'"'"'"""';.,.,. as physical addic. The National Institute on
1Abuse describes mental adon as persons "irresistibly
pelled to continue using drugs
Jite serious social and emoll problems."
·. Larry Kroll, a drug counselit Lifeline Treatment Center,
; the main symptom is that
IS become a bigger priority
1 school, friends and parents.
these symptoms for pot and
ne users are less obvious

than physical withdrawal from
heroine or speed.
Three pot users we interviewed
admitted that they couldn't earn
enough money from their jobs to
keep themselves stocked with
marijuana. Two of them said they
have done some dealing to make
up the difference. A coke-user
said, ''Sometimes I'll deal pot or
coke but never to strangers or out
on the streets. I stole a ten-speed
bike and sold it to get money for
coke once."
Sam told us that he hocked his
gold class ring in December of his
senior year for $100 to buy pot. He
is not a physical addict, but Dr.
Kroll would describe him as a
mental addict.
A social worker who deals with
mental addicts every day says
that the clearest sign of mental
addiction is evident " when a teen
slowly withdraws from peers who
do not approve of the use of
drugs." Berry Richard of Stress
Clinic, Ltd., said he finds that
mentally addicted coke and pot
· users "want to associate with their
own kind, which in this case would
· be those who use drugs."
One example is Jerry who told
us that he considers himself immune from addictiveness. He admits that he drew away from
friends who didn't do the kinds of

drugs he was into. " It isn't like I
don't talk to them any more. I just
hang around with other people,
people I have things in common
with, like smoking-up," he said.
Jerry also explained in his
interview what happened when
the girl he was dating wouldn't
smoke pot or drink. " She was a
goody-two-shoes who kept
hassling me about getting wasted.
After a while we stopped seeing
each other."
When teens start turning down
people and activities that they
once enjoyed in order to use pot or
cocaine, they are showing symptoms of mental addictiveness.
Recent psychological research
reveals that monkeys who are
mentally addicted to cocaine will
give up food in preference to the
drug and "even prefer cocaine to a
receptive female."
" Therefore, school attendance
is not a very good determiner of
mental addictiveness," according
to drug counselor Berry Richard.
"Most teens do not find classes a
fun place to be, so cutting class to
do drugs wouldn't necessarily be
a symptom."
None of the pot or cocaine
users that we interviewed could
think of himself as mentally addicted.
Paul told us that he didn't think

Does cocaine use result in a loss of sexual
desire?

Does marijuana use result in
male breast enlargement?
coke was addictive "if you don't do
too much. " He talked about
coke-users who are sent to school
to get over their problem, and he
thinks these schools are a waste.
" My friend went to one of those
schools, and now he's back using
and dealing," Paul said .
But Dr. Kroll has more hope for
curing mental addictiveness
among teen users than he has for
older users. "Teens overall are
easier to convince because parents, teachers,lawmen pressure
them into realizing the harmful
effects. In fact, it's easier to get
them to admit to cocaine or
marijuana addiction than it is to
get them to accept alcoholism,
probably because drugs are illegal."
If and when teen cocaine and
marijuana abusers finally admit
that they are psychologically dependent and seek help, they
would attend group and individual
counselling sessions at centers
such as Martha Washington Hospital , 2348 W. Irving Park (2677111) or Forkosh Hospital, 2544
W. Montrose (722-2275). Teens

can receive more information
about psychological treatme.nt
centers in their area by calling the
drug hot line at 278-7444.
The teens users we interviewed
had little knowledge of what goes
on in a psychological treatment
center. Gary said, "They try to
brain wash you until you stop
using it (marijuana)." Mike said he
saw " a movie where they counseled a guy for cocaine just like
they do for alcoholics, so I guess
it's the same thing." Mike couldn't
remember whether the cocaine
user in the film was physically addicted or not.
In an interview with Psychology Today Donald Wesson , a
psychiatrist working with cocaine
users, claims that cocaine counselors are having very positive results, provided the mental addict
stays free of drugs during the
counseling period.
The counseling period is the
easy part, the counselors say.
Getting pot and cocaine users to
admit that they are "irresistibly
compelled to continue us ing
drugs . .. ", that's the hard part.

Steppin' Out
On
Prom Nightl

WANDA'
School of
DRIVING

Step out in style for
this year's Prom .

See how easy
it can be!
• Low rates
• Teen program
available 15-17
• 4 week courses
• Lessons
Monday thru Thursday

4:00-6:00
• Action on Blue slips

Call Now:

---386-737()---.....1
227 South Blvd.

There are more than 300
ways to be a Marine.
Auto mechanics is just one or the more than 300 job
opportunities in today's Corps. It takes skill to learn, and it
doesn't come ea;,y But, like everything in the Corps, you'll
learn how to do it right. And you'll have something you can't
get anywh~>re else: the right to be c:tlled Marine.
For more Information on Morine Corps job opportunities
call toll free 1-800-223-USMC.

Ycur choice of the
many styles to p ick
from , at a rento I
cost that's for less
than you 'd e xpect.
Perfect for when the
night says "Specia l."
For Your Memorable Moments

til
J. M. FORMAL WEAR
~
Rentals & Sales
FORMAL WEAR FOR ANY OCCASION
1817 W 4 7th St
84 7 3124

10 OJo to 20 OJo discount with student I.D.
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The lows of getting high
$200 to make her bail of $2,000.
Nobody had warned her that 17 is not
such a wonderful birthday for drug dealers and drug abusers. That was the bad
news! The good news was that she
wasn't 18.

Drugs are so commonly accepted in
our lives ... in the back of the bus ... in
the school washrooms . . . on the
beach .. . in a corner of the party.
But drugs are NOT accepted by the
law.
This month we'll explore the legal aspects of drugs when teens possess,
consume or deal drugs, or, associate
with those who do.

• Minor Problems
Johnny B. Good was 18-years-old. He
decided to deal drugs in order to buy a
car. He lived near two high schools and
attended junior college near two other
high schools, so he had a made-to-order
crowd of buyers.
Business was so good that Johnny
needed more help. He talked to some
freshmen at each of the schools where
he was dealing, and seven of them
agreed to be runners in exchange for
more drugs.
Johnny went five months without
being caught. He knew that dealing
drugs was risky, but he also heard that
the courts aren't very tough when a
dealer is brought up on charges for the
first time. And this was his first time!
What he didn't know was that he was
now guilty of more than drug dealing. He
was guilty of setting up minors as drug
runners and dealing drugs to minors. At
18 he was guilty of contributing to the
delinquency of minors. And the judge
was very harsh about those charges. He
was sentenced to three years in jail for a
Class 2 Felony.
That high school trade seemed so innocent!

By Claudille Daugerre

• (Sense a million!)
Sophomore Suzie Spongehead, 16,
has been dealing coke in school for the
past two years . She has been caught
four times for distributing illegal substances on school grounds. The juvenile
judge placed her on twelve mor:Jths probation.
Suzie kept her probation officer happy
for six months. But then, right after her
seventeenth birthday, she learned that
Bruce Springsteen was coming to town,
and the tickets were selling for $30. That
was more than she could beg or borrow
from her parents, so she went back to
dealing bags of coke in the washroom.
Suzie wasn't too concerned when the
security guard asked to search her
purse and found the bags of coke. She
had been through this before . The police
came, checked her I.D. and filled out
their form . They asked her age a second
time. "Seventeen!" She'd just had a
wonderful birthday party!
" You're being charged with a Class 3
Felony, Suzie," the officer said."You're
an adult now 1n the eyes of the law. Your
case will go into adult court."
Now Suzie was concerned. This was
more like "Hill Street Blues." The judge
was sharp with her after the prosecutor
told the judge that she already had four
juvenile citations for dealing and was
currently on probation . The judge told
her that she could be sent to jail for a
year for a Class 3 Felony. She needed

• What's a friend for?
Adam Hashish was really innocent.
He'd never tried any drugs. But he didn't
want his friends to think he was innocent.
Adam is 14-years-old and is desperately trying to impress the " in" crowd.
Finally, when he was invited to a
"smoke-out," he bragged about his success all over the neighborhood.
The party was in full blast when he
arrived : loud music and a very smokey
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1001
Free Samples

V

Thos amazing 64 page book losts over 1001 Free
otems that anyone con get ...by simply writong and
oskong. These free gove away items come from
brand-nome companies worth hundreds of dollars. All you need is this book to get started Each
book only costs $1.98 plus 52¢ postage and handling ($2.50 total). Send to Forest-One Concepts,
Dept. 37, Box11 14, Chocogo, IL60609 (llresidents
odd soles tax).
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PHONE : (312) 483-7444

living room. Twenty minutes later when
the police arrived in response to a
neighbor's complaint about the noise,
Adam found himself headed for a paddy
wagon. The police had plenty of evidence for the juvenile judge.
" I didn't take any drugs," Adam swore
in the judge's office. "I've never taken
any drugs in my life!"
" Didn't he know that there were illegal
drugs in the room?"
"Well ... "
" Didn't he stay in the presence of illegal acts?"
" Well .. . "
"Well, your friends say that you brag
about taking drugs. If you don't use
drugs, don't brag that you do. Those who
overhear your bragging could testify
against you. Have you ever thought
about that?"
IINo ... "
" You are an accomplice to the illegal
acts at the party. You are guilty even if
you didn't take any of the drugs, though
the evidence makes me doubt that you
didn't participate."
Adam learned that fact too late. He
was placed on six months probation .
The judge told him that if he was brought
up on another charge during this six
months, that Adam would have to face
up to the Audy Home.
Adam saw lots of drugs over the next
six months . . . in the back of the bus (he
always moved up towards the driver) ...
at the beach (he moved to'another location) ... in the restroom (that was a
problem he never solved) . But he didn't
go back to court, and he still hasn't seen
the inside of the Audy Home.

• Weigh before you
weep!

broke in. The judge sent him to the
Home for a Class C Misdemeanor.
didn't know that the scales of justice
really scales in drug cases.
Here's how the lllinots courts weigh
drugs to determine the seriousness of a
drug crime:

A. Not more than 2.5 grams of any
substance containing cannabis
a Class C misdemeanor. (Normal
sentence is 3 months probation) .

B. More than 2.5 grams but not
more than 10 grams is guilty of a
Class B misdemeanor (Normal
sentence is 6 months probation) .

One of Adam's buddies at the party,
Bud Pot, was not so lucky. He had 2 .5
grams of coke on him when the police

C. More than 10 grams but not
more than 30 grams is guilty of a
Class A misdemeanor. (Normal
sentence is one year probation .)

America Driving
School

Subsequent drug offenses after a
Class A misdemeanor can lead to
a charge of Class 4 felony. (Normal sentence is 1 to 3 years.)

2064 N. Western
•
•
•
•

Tests and practices
English; Spanish Classes
Free home pick-up
Beginners or brush-up

TEENAGERS - GET YOUR
LICENSE NOW

486-0080

7350 South Halsted
JOHN STALLWORTH
Propfletor
Chocago, lllonois 60621

D. More than 30 grams but no
more than 500 grams is guilty of a
Class 4 felony. (Normal sentence
is 1 to 3 years followed by 6
months probation .)
E. More than 500 grams of any
substance is guilty of Class 3
felony. (Normal sentence is 2 to 5
years followed by 7 months of
probation.)
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Ask Any Successful Halrdaslgnar Why Pivot Point Is #1

Wanted: Nine Chicago public high school juniors for Project: InSIDER
from July 1 thru August 30.
2) you will select a special issue about the
high schools for further investigation;
3) you will write an essay based 01.1 your
investigation to be published in the Septsmber Issue of New Expression as part of
a special 12-page International Youth Year
Magazine;
4) you will make recommendations to public officials and to the citizens of Chicago
about needed changes in the high schools;
5) you will present your findings and
recommendations at a citywide press conference in September.
Salary: $750

"Project: InSIDER" Is a 1985 summer
program sponsored by New Expression
through a grant from the Joyce
Foundation. "InSIDER" stands for
Involving Students in Determining
Education Reform. And that's what these
nine juniors will be paid to do.
Job Description:
I) you will study and discuss major reports
and recommendations about Chicago's high
schools with eight other juniors and an adult
counselor;

~--------------------------------------
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I

Project Insider Application Form
PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING APPLICATION WITH A DARK BALL POINT PEN OR
TYPEWRITER. PLEASE PRINT.
Name
First

Last

Middle lnit.

Address
Zip

Street

Home phone:
OR name and number of a counselor at your school who can contact
you if we call the counselor:
- - - - - - : : - - - - : - - : - - - - - - - - Phone:
Counselor's name
School
You must be either {check one):
0 1) a junior {senior next fall) in a Chicago public high school .................................. .
School:
Years attended: _ _ _ __
Previous high schools attended, if any
OR
0 2) a former Chicago public high school student who left school during your junior year .... . ..... .
School attended:
When did you leave? Month _ _ _ _ __ _ _ Year - - - - -- - - What are you doing now? - - - -- -- - - - -- - -- - -- - -

We would like the team to indude Black students, Hispanic students, and students from other
racial/ethnic backgrounds. Please check the word that best describes your racial background.
_ _ Black
_ _ White
_ _ Hispanic
_ _ Asian
_ _ Native American
We want the team to indude students with a variety of different goals for after high school. Please
tell us what you now plan to do immediately after high school.
_ _ Attend college
_ _ Join the military service
_ _ Attend trade or business school
_ _ Secure an office job
_ _ Secure a job in trade, in technology, in construction
_ _ Pursue a career in the arts {drama, art, modeling)
_ _ Care for a household/taking care of children
_ _ Other {please indicate)
Are you certain you will be available from 9am to 4pm on weekdays between July 1 and August 30
to be a member of the Project/Insider team?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
Do you consider yourself a person who can express yourself before a dassroom group and before
a public audience? _ _ Yes _ _ No

If you answered "yes," please indicate the name of a teacher who would testify that you are a good
participant in dassroom discussions.
Teacher's name
School:
On a separate sheet of paper, in no more than 150 words, describe one excellent quality of your
school and explain how it affects some or all of the students in your school.
On a separate sheet of paper, in no more than 150 words, describe one weakness in your school
and explain how it affects some of or all of the students in your school.
NOTE: These two short essays will be very important in determining the finalists. We suggest that

you create rough drafts on scratch paper before you write tfle f1nal version . The finalists will be
mterviewed 1n order to select the nine-member Project:lnsider staff We estimate that 30 finalists w1ll
be selected.
DEADUNE: All applications must be postmarked no later than June 5. Mail applica1tons to

Project:lns1der, New Expression, 207 S. Wabash, Chicago, IL 60604 . You may hand deliver
apphcatJOns to the same address {e1ghth floor) . Finalists will receive phone calls by June 12 for
mterv1ew appomtments

--------------------------------------

Skills needed: reading, writing, work well on
a team, discuss easily in a group, curious,
open-minded, self-starter.
Work Site: In the Loop, with some field trips
by station wagon to visit model classes.
Hours: 9:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. weekdays.
How to apply: Complete the application
form on this page and return it to Project:lnSIOER, New Expression, 207 S.
Wabash Ave., Chicago 60604 postmarked
by June 5.

Background
Why pay students to analyse their own
schools? Because students know more
about what goes on in the schools than most
of the experts who get paid to analyze your
schools.
Will anyone listen to a team of students
after they work hard to produce a good
report? The news media assure us that they
will attend a press conference to hear what
the Project:lnSIDER team has to report. The
team's 12-page magazine will reach 120,000
readers. We hope that the Board of Education District Councils will invite members of
the Project:lnSIDER team to make presentations at their meetings.
Will I have to be in a college prep track
and an above-average reader to be
selected? No. The team will be made up of
students with different personal goals after
high school. Since one of tl:le biggest problems in Chicago high schools is poor reading
levels, we want to include students on the
- team who know what it's like to be a junior
and to be reading below the 11th grade level.
However, since this is such an important
project, we expect team members to seek
coaching from the counselor in order to keep
up with the group.
When will I know if I'm selected or not? If
you have not received a phone call by June
15, you will know that you're not a finalist.
Can I apply for another summer job even
though I've applied for this position? Yes.
In the event that you are chosen for the Project:lnSIDER team you can always resign the
other position.
Can I get credit for this work? No. But you
can certainly mention this accomplishment
in job resumes and col lege application
forms.
Do I need to care a lot about improving
the schools in order to get this job? Yes.
This dedication will be the most important
qJality in determining who is selected for the
team. This is probably the first time in this
country that a group of students has been
allowed to study their own high schools and
make recommendations. Therefore it IS Important that the first students who are given
this chance are students who really want to
make it work, who really want to influence the
school system for the better.
NeY. Exprc::.sion May 1985

International Youth Year

My Kinda Year: 1985
International Youth Year Calendar

International Youth Conference in
Call Ms. Bassman at 679-2124.

JUNE
Juvenile Justice Month
International conference in Scotland

We are the Children
There are always lots of things you hear that adults
are doing to aid famine victims, but rarely do you hear
of things young people are doing. In August, which is
Youth Ending Hunger Month, youth in Chicago will
have a unique opportunity to step forward and demonstrate their role in ending hunger.
The Great Lakes Hunger Project will sponsor a
Youth Ending Hunger Conference at Carol Stream,
Ill., Aug. 2 thru 4. This conference will be the first of its
kind to bring young people together to explore the
possibility that youth can bring about a change in the
world's famine problem. The youth planning committee is inviting teachers, parents and community
'
leaders.
The conference fee is $50, which includes two
nights' lodging and six meals or $45 if registered by
June 1. Scholarship information and registration
forms are available by calling Mrs. Roberta Marsh at
929-3921 .
To forward the participation of youth in the conference the group is also sponsoring an essay and a
poster contest. The theme of both contests is " Ending Hunger by the year 2000."
The essay has to be a minimum of 500 words with a
maximum of 1000 words, double-spaced on white
paper and submitted by July 1 to: Jack Pasanen,
1316 Maple Ave., Evanston, Ill. 60201. If yOu use a
large envelope, be sure to use 41 cents worth of
postage on it.
The maximum size of the poster should be 4' by 2'.
The poster should·be submitted at the conference by
noon on Saturday, Aug. 3. The prize for both contests
is $50. The winning essay will be read at the conference, and the winning poster will be displayed. For
more information on the contests call Mrs. Marsh.

Mock Trial proceedings, John Marshall law school,
for more information call Vivian Einstein at 427-2737
Lincoln Park bicycle tour,June 20, for more information call Bob Ackland at 642-4600

JULY
Youth and Culture Month
Illinois River Corridor Canoe Trip. For more information call Dee Ruetsche at 771-6100.
Chicago Metro History Fair Exhibit at the Chicago
Historical Society, Clark at North Ave., July 1-31.
Photo courtesy of Chicago r.httttr••n'•
Wally Stearn at IVY Conference In

"Picturing Ourselves: Photography by and about
Chicago area Teenagers" at the Chicago Historical
Society. Call Bob Ackland at 642-4600. $1 .50 per
person, free on Mondays,thru Oct. 27.
Video' Tape on and by Chicago Teens at Chicago
Historicai Society,July 20. See above for ~ours , cost.

International
Youth Year

1985

AUGUST
Youth Ending Starvation Month

The One and Only

Are youth cultured?
Summer time means lots of free time. During July,
Youth and Culture Month, why not take in one of the
special summer concerts or exhibits being staged by
teens. Both the Tribune and the Sun-Times will
include listings in their Sunday Arts sections and their
Weekender sections of these special youth arts
events during July.
One exhibit I urge you to attend is the Chicago
Historical Society's " Picture Ourselves: Photographs
by and about Chicago-area Teenagers." The photos,
which are all taken by teenagers, depict 1985 teenage lifestyle, including, for example, New Wave hair
styles.
The Historical Society is easy to reach by CTA (the
No. 322 or No. 36 bus north on Dearborn in the Loop.)
The museum is open every day 9:30am. to 4:30pm.
and Sundays, noon 5 p.m. Cost is $1 .50, but Monday
is a free day.

As seen on M
Only

$19.99
• HOURS • MINUTES
• SECONDS • MONTH

1st International Youth Conference
Wally Stearn, 16, a junior at St. lgantius, was one of
five U.S. teen delegates to the first internatonal conference for youth year held in Jamaica last month. He
describes the conference as being "just like a United
Nations meeting."
The conference was divided into three meetings:
Peace, Development and Participation. At the individual meetings, the delegates went over documents
written by International Secretaries to be corrected
and approved by all the countries represented.
Wally met with teen delegates from Scotland, Australia, Canada, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Iceland, Ireland , Great Britian, Germany, Poland, and Afghanistan. The conference left Wally with many impressions and generated lots of ideas for IYY events
in the fall, including a Halloween ghost show directed
by Wally, scheduled for October 25-27.
Perhaps the next conferences, which are
scheduled this summer, one in June in Scotland and
the other in August in Canada will provide a chance
for more Chicago youth to participate.
For more information on the other conferences,
call Diane Bassman of the Chicago Children 's
Museum at 679-2124.

• DATE • VIDEO
·MUSIC

LCD QUARTZ
MOVEMENT
Yes! Please send me
Jacksons
Video Music Watch(es) at only $19.99each,
plus $2 shipping and handling for every
watch ordered.

0

De the Envy
of Your Friends
The Victory Tour Watch has it all!
Oesides keeping accurate time. it
plays Marlon Jackson's own original
music " Oody" to accompany dancing
figures on the face of the watch . You'll
see crowds gather 'round to have a look
and listen. This watch can be yours for this
incredibly low, low price ... while they last!

MAKES A PERFECT GIFT!
It's the ultimate Victory Tour
collector's item for any Jacksons fan!

Enclosed is my check or money order for
$ _ __

CEJ 1•::•1

0 Please charge my 0
0
Card No. _ _
__ Exp. Date

I

(Rhode Island Residents add 6% sales tax.)
Name _ _
Address
City_

_ _ _ _ _ _ Apt. - -State _

_

Zip' - - - Send to: Jacksons Watch
Department 00629
40 Freeway Drive
Cranston , Rl 02920
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e prom that never was
Editorial Introduction
Two years ago Richard Freeman,
a senior at Undblom, wrote a story
about a nuclear explosion on Chicago's South Side. At the time that
Richard wrote this story, the United
States Marines had entered Beirut,
Lebanon to help stabilize that
country. Instead, 239 of these
Marines died in Beirut when a truck
loaded with explosives drove into
their barracks on a quiet Sunday
morning. A month later the United
States invaded Grenada after a terrorist bombing.
Today, as we r~-print Richard's
story, terrorist bombings continue in
Beirut, military arms flow into Cen-

by Richard Freeman
To You Who Found This,
My name is Rodger Wade . I am
5eventeen-years-old, and I am dying. The
, hours, or minutes I have left are unto me, but I do know I will spend
them alone. My friends and family have already died.
Whatever I am dying of is the dir-ect result
of a nuclear explosion. I can't remember all
the details of the past two weeks - probthe last two weeks of my life- but I will
try to describe as many details as I can
remember.
Two weeks ago I was looking forward to
Junior Prom. It was Friday, May 10,
after school, and I was going to EverPlaza to be fitted for a tuxedo. My two
nds, Henry Jacobs and Ray Davis, were
going with me to be fitted. The three of us
had been friends since the first day we attended Lindblom Tech.
We were sitting in the basement at my
house, making plans and listening to the
stereo. I liked having company in the basement be~use my father had fixed it up with
oak paneling and furniture.
I remember that I had just gotten up to
tum off the stereo when a searing, pure light
swept into the room through the door that
led to the laundry room, at the north end of
the house. The light was followed by galeforce winds and a thunderous roar. The
glass-block windows in the basement
shattered, and chips of glass flew in all different directions. The washer and dryer
careened towards us. We were knocked off
our feet and the world went black.
When I regained consciousness, my
thoughts were confused. Henry sat in a
daze, and Ray was shoutin_g hysterically
telling me what happened. "A tornado! It
had to be a tornado. It had to be."
Henry had crawled to his knees by this
time. "Stop yelling about it, Ray," he said.
All three of us stumbled through the

• • •

tral America from all sides while refugees seek sanctuary, and South
Africa is experiencing increased
violence over apartheid.
In recognition of Peace Month in
this International Youth Year we are
re-printing Richard's story to call
attention to the fact that all nations
have taken war for granted for too'
long.
Our generation must insist that
our leaders make a stronger effort
to resolve their differences by
communicating and negotiating
and admitting mistakes and misunderstandings.
We don't want to live to see the
prom that never happened.
house, toward the upstairs front door. I
thought to myself that no natural destructive
force could strike that fast without warning.
This was nothing natural, not remotely
natural.
The basement had been spared the real
damage. Upstairs I saw the refrigerator
lying fifteen feet away from the kitchen . The
stove was lying 'Jpside down. All of the
double-hung and picture windows were
blown out. The pipes had burst and had
drenched the floors with water. The wall
telephone hung lifelessly from its cord.
I led Henry and Ray through the splintered front door. Dorchester Avenue lay in
ruins. Every house on the 8600 block that I
could see had been hit. Trees, bushes and
flowers were uprooted. A fire raged in 8641
Dorchester. All the power lines and telephone lines were down.
Somehow we gathered enough courage
to look at the' rest of the neighborhood.
Henry wanted to walk east on 87th Street.
Most of the Halogen street lights were
blown down. A dozen or more wrecked cars
burned uncontrollably. Thirty or more
people lay dying at the intersection of 87th
and Stony Island, their bodies tattooed by
the heat of radiation. The pattern of one
man's sport shirt was engraved on his
chest.
The Golden Arch of McDonald's had fallen on three cars. The picture window had
shattered and peppered the customers inside with glass splinters. They were all
dead.
I had seen dead people before, but I had
never seen anyone in the grizzly condition
of these bodies. Even some of the injured
were scarred beyond recognition. Two or
three were trying to walk towards shelter
with skin hanging horribly from their bones
like vests or loose-fitting parkas.
Just when I thought I had seen the worst,
the Walgreens at 87th exploded - the gas
lines had ruptured. I felt the blast at my
back. It threw me against a wall.

Art by Anthony Moore

Ray was knocked into the street. He
started to yell hysterically all over again, " I
could have been a couple of feet closer! I
could have been killed!"
Then I turned around to see that Henry
really had been a couple of feet closer. He
lay broken and dotted with glass, wood and
metal fragments.
"He must have been going in there to find
his sister," I said. "She works there."
But Ray didn't hear me. He stood sobbing
over Henry's mangled body. It took all of my
energy to get him back to the house.
I tried to distract him. I told him we had to
bottle water from one of the broken pipes
right away. I tried to keep him busy so he
wouldn't think about Henry or about his
family. I felt some hope that my parents and
my brother would come home, but my brain
told me they wouldn't. Ray's mechanical
actions told me that he felt the same way.
As the first muggy bits of daylight faded, I
looked up in the sky for clouds. By this time I
knew without being told that we had lived
through a nuclear explosion of some kind.
The particles in the air were so radioactive
that radio transmissions were blocked on
my transistor radio. If it rained, the radiation
would cover everything. We would die.
On that day and since then for twelve
days, there have been no clouds.
But time has become meaningless.
Sometimes during the night the few street
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lights that are still standing activate themselves, casting a sick brown light.
Riots, death and survival have become
the order of each day. Packs of survivors
keep fighting for food, water and shelter.
One pack took over 8609 Dorchester one
day, and I saw them killed by another pack
of people the next day.
Ray and I had to use my father's guns and
hunting rifles . We took tu rns watching for
rioters.
I thought Ray would be all right. I thought I
had given him a reason to fight for life. But
the night before last he shattered my sleep
with a single sharp gun shot. He found a
way out before the rain came.
Now I'm wondering about my own will
power. I am losing weight. I'm afraid of
everything I eat. I only sleep for 20 to 30
minutes at a time. My dreams are horri.ble
visions of the dead.
I spend my time thinking, remembering
people, the deadly still people, and the
grotesque tattooed radiation burns ... and
my jumbled thoughts about Ray.
It rained today. And I am dying. I feel a
little of myself slipping away every time I
sleep.
Whoever finds this letter ... if there is
anyone left to find this letter . .. I hope for
your sake that it's a different world now.
I
Signed

R...-~( v • t..u-~

-· .
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New Expression's summer guid
Coordinated by Colleen T.
Robinson with Nadine Glover.
Special thanks to Glenyse
Thompson, Robin Wade, Sharon Williams

Sports
Tennis Lessons

Where? Specified city park field
houses '" the city.
When? Starts week of June 17
until August 16, everyday from
3:30 to 4:30 for 12 and under; 4:30
to 5:30 for 13 to 17; 6:30 to 8:30 for
18 and over.
Who? Beginners, age 12 thru 18
and over.
How? There is no deadline for
applying , but you should apply in
advance to assure a spot.
Cost? The program is free for
those under 18; $5 nonrefundable fee for those over 18.
No special skills are needed, but
you must have a tennis raquet and
proper tennis attire (shorts, gym
shoes, etc.).
Call? For more information,
Wally Piekarski , 294-2493.

Camping and Canoeing
in the Wilderness (Boundary waters between the
U.S. and Canada)
Where? Northern Minnesota
and Southern Canada

When? July 5 thru July 14.
Who? 14 and older eligible.
How? Deadline for picking up an
application at the Chicago
Academy of Sciences, 2001 N.
Clark is June 1.

Cost? $365 per person includes
bus transportation from Chicago,
canoe, food, guides and tenting
equipment.

Football
Skills
Grambling U.

sa1hng at Lincoln Park Boat Club
on Cannon Drive.
When? Begins June 24 thru Aug.
2Q Partidpants allowed to

June 3.

Where? lllino1s Teenage Insti-

Cost? $6 cashiers check or

tute Allerton 4H Camp , Monti·
cello, IL
Who? Sophmores, juniors, or
sentors
When? Sess1on 1, July H~20,
Sess1on 2, July 22-27
Cost? $165 includes room and
board , meals, and one year menr
bership in Illinois Alcoholism and
Drug Dependence Association
Call? 1-800-252-6301 for application

money order.
Call? Longo, 294-2323.

at

Emotional
Counsel

Where? Athletic Department at
Grambling University in Grambl·
ing, La.
When? June 24-28.

The Youth Service Project,
(772-6270) offers counseling for
substance abuse. Parenting and
employment training seminars are
also available.

Alternatives, Inc., (973-5400)
I feature a special program
called Y.A.A.S.-Youth Alternatives of an Adult Summer.

Leadership
Conference in Leadership Skills

Who? Sessions held for ages 11
to 14 and 15 to 17. (No special
requirements
or
recommendations needed.) Participants
are instructed according to position and age group.
How? For an application, write to
the Grambling U. Athletic Dept.
Applications must be received by
June 21.
Cost? A campus stay will costs
$140; $100 for off-campus.

Summer Sailing
Where? Chicago Park District's
Junior Rainbow Fleet sponsoring

choose between 10am., 12pm, or
2pm weekdays.
Who? Boys and girls between
ages 11 to 16.
How? Applicants must pass a
swimming test at one of the pools
designated on the application
which can be picked up at the Lincoln Park Fieldhouse starting

Where? Northern Illinois University, Dekalb
Who? 8th-12th grade student
with principal's recommendation.
When? July 17-21.
How? Call for application , 7231224.
Cost? $205, $25 deposit required . Cost includes room ,
board , !-shirt, notebook, and
meals.

Conference On Youth
Leadership

Project: InSIDER (see
Page 7)

College
Prep
ACT/SAT Preparatory
Classes
Where? Stanley H. Kaplan Education Center, 6216 N. Clark.
When? ACT class starts week of
June 16 thru Aug 18 on Sundays
from 10 am. to 2 pm. SAT starts
week of June 6 until Aug . 4 on
Thursdays from 6 pm. to 10 pm.
Who? Anyone.
How? There is no application
deadliae, but it is suggested that
you enroll at least 2 weeks before
the sessions start.
Cost? Total cost for the ACT program is $325 ($8 per. hr.); for SAT,
$400 ($9 per hr.); to reserve a
space you'll have to pay $175 up
front, $50 of which is refundable
after the return of home study
materials.
Call? Kalma Salone, 7~-5151.

VALUABLE COUPON!

PHOTOGRAPHY

The
Chicago
Academy
for the Arts

PHOTOGRAPHY

Spend a Spring Day
on the
Mundelein College campus.

• The Recording Studio
• Understanding Music
• Guitar Workshop
• Voice Workshop

(formerly
The Academy:
Art-MusicDance-Theatre)

Proudly
Announces
Its

1985 Summer
School Program
Cour~es ava ilable in
visua l art, voca l and
instrumental music, acting,
and ballet, jazz and
modern dance.

The se>s ions are open to
student~ in sixth grade
through high school.
Classe-. will be held
mornmg from july 1st to
July 3 1 ~1.
For turther information,
contaLI the -,c hool Jt 718
We-.t Adams Chtcago
60606 , or phone M>.
W IS\Ing at:

(312) 454-9577

Please inquire about other
programs for kids and adults. Day,
evening or Saturday classes.

REGISTER TODAY!
ENROLLMENT LIMITED!

For an appointment, call us: 989-5406

American
Conservatory
of Music

• Meet students
• Arrange an over-night in the residence
hall
• Visit classes and check out our major
departments (26 departments including
communications, liberal studies,
computer science, psychology, business
administration)
• Check financial aid
• Drop into the Learning Resource
Center

Mundelein fronts the lake at 6363 N.
Sheridan Road, just south of Loyola
University.
Come by car, or take the subway
(Howard El north to the LoyolaMundelein A/ B stop), or ride the #147
Outer Drive Express bus, even bike ....

Summer Session
116 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, IL 60603
263-4161

A-Jo~n

Hancock
SPECIAL OPPER
BRING I N T HIS AD WHEN YO
OHF FOR
YOU R SITTING ~N O I NCLUDE[ WIT~ YOUR
ORDER, YOU WI LL RECE I VE ~ COLOR
PHOTO T -SBIRT IM PR INTED WITH ONE CF'
THE 8xl0 P I 'TURf.S YOU SELECT IN YOUR
PAC ~AGE .
I T HE PERFECT G I PT F OR THAT
SPEC I AL SOMEONE WHO ' LL BE MISSHl(;
YOU Wil EN YO U'RE AWAY AT COLLEGE.)

ALL PHOTOGRAPHY BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
HO RS ' ' '00 " · ' · TO ''00 P .~.
MONDAY THRU S ATURD AY
AUSTIN STUDIO,

I NC .

21 4 9 ,; , 95TH ST~EET
rHIC'-'1· · , lll.! NOIS 6064 1
C ALL 238- 9726 POR APPOINTKI!:NTS

Mundelein College, 6363 N. Sheridan,
Chicago, IL 60660

THERP. IS NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE
C LOTHING CHAliGP.S (UP TO TIIREE
OUTPITS OP YOUR CHOICE) .

POR

this VALUABLE COUPON

ll!J
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Driving School
Anxious to Drive?
•
•
•
•

Teenage Program
Reasonable Rates
Day and evening classes
Fast action on blue slips

CALL NOW!
889-5678
5647 W. lrvmg Park

How? Call before May 31 for
June 1 auditions.

Cost? $100

'tO fun, study, creativity
ACT and SAT One-onOne

Where? See Columbia College
Call? For more information on

Who? All ages ( if taken for credit

both programs call the Center for
New Television at 565-1787.

you must have a letter of recommendation from an art teacher.
How? Apply by July 1. Can't
apply over the telephone.
Cost? Non-credit $150; credit
$205.

Where? The Academy, 25 E.
Washington, Suite 835.
When? Time periods are set according to the needs of individual
students.
Who? Anyone.
Cost? The total cost for 36
classes of 45-minutes each is
$285.
Call? There is no application
deadline. Call The Academy at
236-9837 from 10 am. until 5 pm.
to make an appointment.
June 8 is the final date to take
the ACT test for this school year.
Those who want to take the test
<'.an file a late registration until May
28.
If you miss the late registration ,
but still wish to take the test, there
is a way. Normally there will be
"no-shows" at each test site on
June 8. Most sites will accept"drop in" registration if the
student is able to pay the registration fee in cash or by money order.
Application forms for the test and
test site location can be obtained
through your high school counsler.

Drama/Art
Drawing and Painting
Class
Where? The School of The Art
Institute of Chicago with visits to
the Art Institute and the Field
Museum.
When? Starting July 1-29.

Where? Southern 4-H Camp,
West Frankfort, Illinois
When? July 14-20
Who? Co-educational , 14-17
years old.
How? Apply before June 17 by
writing to Michael Bolin, Extension
Forester, 1301 W. Gregory Drive,
Urbana, IL 61801 .
Cost? $80 without transportation
and expenses.

Where?

Ox
Bow, near
Saugatuck, Michigan, a 11 0-acre
site on Lake Michigan with woods,
sand beaches, high dunes, and a

Where? Organic Youth Theater,
3319 N. Clark St, Chicago, IL
60657
Who? 8-16 years old
When? July-August

Institute below for more deta1ls.

When? Tuesdays and Thursdays, 11 am-1 :30 p.m.

New Expression Graphic
Design Workshop
(See Page 15 for informat;on)

Special Offering: Dance/
Video Workshop
Where? Columbia College
Dance Center at 4730 N. Sheridan Road , some field trips
scheduled to the Art Institute and
Lincoln Park Zoo.
When? Monday-Friday, 10 am2pm.
Cost? $300
Call? 271-7804.
(Continued on page 12)

I'

Look Here For
Su111111er Schools!!!
(call for details o n tuition and registration)

Pre-Engineering Workshop at liT

Forestry Camp

Art Workshop

natural marsh for landscape
painting.
When? June 23-29.
Who? High school juniors and
seniors. (If you're taking it for credit, you must have a letter of
recommendation from an art
teacher.)
How? Apply by June 3 by mail or
in person at the School of the Art
Institute of Chicago, Columbu&
Drive and Jackson, Chicago IL
60603.
Cost? Non-credit $325, credit
$380. Cost includes· classes ,
supplies, room, board, and transportation.

Drama Workshop

Science
Where? Classes at Illinois Institute of Technology, 10 W. 32nd
Street; some field trips offcampus.
When? July 1 thru Aug. 9, MonFri, 9 am. - 3 pm.
Who? Sophs, Jrs. and Srs. with
at least 2 years of math and science are eligible.
How? Call 567-3222 for an appointment before June 15.
Cost? Program is free for students who are accepted.

Improvisational Theatre

Photo by Jeff Hlnetl

FREE •••
First name only
when you buy an
"I am ... Together" T-Shirt.
Get one for only S7.00 when you
bring this ad with you and
say "I am ... Together" to the
following businesses:
• Ul' James Variety Store

• WHI"'
• Sweatshirt Club Elite '85
(CheritJI. Usa. Nk:ki. Tam, VennitJI,
KeMn, Vernon, Sean. Cena. Josie)

• Mary L. Johnson's Cosmetics
• Markham Roller Rink

Call Mrs. Hunter

SUMMER SESSION:
July 3-July 19
july 22-August 6
REGISTRATION DATES:
june 29, 9:00-3:00
July I , 9:00-3:00
For Further
Information Call:
Brother Michael
at 445-2300

SUMMER SESSION:
July 1-July 23
july 25-August 14
REGISTRATION DATE:
june 28
All subjects, co-ed
$65 per half-credit
For Further
Information Call:
561-8472

Academy of
Our Lady

St. Gregory
High School

1309 W. 95th St.

1677 W. Bryn Mawr Ave.

SUMMER SESSION:
june 17 - july 10
July 11 - August 2
REGISTRATION DATES:
june 13 - july 9

SUMMER SESSION:
July 1-July 25
July 2 9-August 21
REGISTRATION DATES:
june 27 and june 28
9:00-11:30
1:30-3:00
Co-ed, h.s. credit
For Further
Information Call:
539-3600

( First session registration ends
june 15)

9:00-12:00
For Further
Information Call:
285-8400

Hales Franciscan
4930 S. Cottage Grove
Ave.

Gordon Technical
H.S.
3633 N . California Ave.

785-0102

Filmnv

Video and Production
Training
Where? Community TV Network, 1105 W. Lawrence; 3600 W.
Fullerton.
When? Workshop in TV production lasts from Bam to 2:30pm,
July 8 thru Aug. 30.
Who? If you're JTPA eligible and
have an interest in a career in
video, you are urged to apply as
soon as possible for a summer
job.
Cost? The program is free.
Call? Denise Zaccardi, 7284030.

Center for New Television
offers workshops in video production and scriptwritmg
Where? Both workshops are located at 11 East Hubbard, Chicago 60611 . Anyone is eligible to
apply through ma11 on a f1rst come
first served basis.
When? Video: June 18-July 16.
6:30-9pm; Scriptwntmg Saturdays, June 29-Aug 3, 1Oam-4pm.
Cost? The v1deo program costs
$300. The scriptwriting workshop
IS available at a costs of $1 00 per
person.

NATIONAL
SCHOLARSHIP
MATCHING
SERVICE
P.O. Box 11744,
Dept. E, Chicago, IL
60611
Our computerized data
base will help you find
scholarships, grants and
athletic awards for
college regardless of family
income or grades.
We can also match you to
the right college.
Free applications (Specify
interests)
For more information
please call 312·753·9461

SUMMER SESSION:
july 1-August 9
REGISTRATION DATES:
july 27
july 28
Co-ed,
earn up to 1 1/ 2 credits
For Further
Information Call:
588-2700

Alvemla High
School
3900 N . Lawndale
SUMMER SESSION:
july 1 - july 23
july 25 - August 16
REGISTRATION DATES:
June 22 and 29
9:00 - 12:00
June 27 and 28
9:00 - 12:00
and 2:00 - 4:00
For Further
Information Call:
276-126 1

)osephlnum H.S.
1501 N. Oakley

SUMMER SESSION:
July I - July 19
july 22 - August 9
REGISTRATIO!\J DATES:
june 27 , 11:00-3 :00
june 28, 11:00-6:30
Earn up to 2 credits
For Further
Information Call:
731 - 7272

St. Francis De Sales
I 0155 S. Ewing Ave.

SUMMER SESSION:
June 24-July 12
July IS-August 12
REGISTRATION DATES:
june 17, 9:00-12:00
June 20 9:00-12:00
For Further
lnfo rmat:on Call:
842-7355

De La Salle Institute
3455

..:>.

Wabash Ave.
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P.T.A. targets tunes
all started when the wife of Cincinnati, Ohio P.T.A. member, Rick
Alley, purchased PRINCE'S 1999
album, and played it at home. The
.song "Lers Pretend We're Married ," came on and the parents
ran to cut off the stereo, trying to
protect their two kids (ages twelve
and seven) who were listening in
another room.
This provoked Alley to make a
suggestion before his local P.T.A.

By Faith Pennick
CHICAGO (YNS) First
movies, now music! The National
Parent-Teacher Association is
asking record companies to voluntarily label albums, cassettes,
and singles with a warning against
songs containing profanity, sex,
violence, or vulgarity.
According to an official press
release by the National P.T.A., this

Taking dad to court
financial support from their parents if the parents have the ability
to pay," said Gloria Allfred, Jennifer's attorney.
Although Jennifer now works
part-time, she says she can't foot
tHe entire bill for an estimated
$25,000 four-year college education. So she asked for the financial
support of her divorced parents,
who had encouraged her to study

By Chanel Weinraub
LOS ANGELES (YNS) - Jennifer Jones, an 18-year-old high
school senior from Californi a is
suing her father b~use he refused to help pay for her college
education.
"We have filed this case toestablish that children who wish to
attend college have a right to

year .... Hats also go off to the
recipients of the Junior Citizenship Awards. This award recognizes outgoing youth involved in
community activities. The winners
are:Richard Porter and Daphne
Marrable for work with Red
Cross; Kim Greenwood and
Julie Keller for helping with the
B'nai B'rith organization; Michael
Delzotti and Michelle Davoust
for working with the Boy Scouts;
Harris Miller and Theresa Valdez, who helped the Chicago
Boys/Girls Clubs; and Daniel
O' Connor and Jamie Erlenbaugh for work with the Chicago
Park District ... and a very special
hero's recognition goes to Anthony Box, a junior at Lindblom,
who risked his life trying to break
up a robbery.
Ron Smith

Bits &
Pieces
For some excitement this summer, enter the Youth For Energy
Independence Essay Contest,
open to juniors and seniors.
Prizes to be awarded are $50,
$75, and $100 saving bonds, and
the deadline for entry is September 20. For more information
write The Energy Independence,
1411 K. St. NW, Suite 1400,
Washington DC, 20005 ... . Congratulations to the students of
Josephinum High School. They
raised $100,000 to keep their
school open until at least next

that something should be done to
let the consumer know what they
are buying. The formal resolution
was passed by the P.T.A. at the
National P.T.A. Convention in
June, 1984, and letters, accompanied with the resolution, were
sent to record company executives in October of last year.
At press time, no record companies have come out with a final
statement for or against the proposed resolution.
Photo by Deirdre Smith

hard and had led her to believe
that a college education was in her
future.
Jennifer's mother has agreed to
help her, but her father, who stopped paying child support when
Jennifer turned 18, has refused.
Jennifer believes her father has
the financial ability to help her with
college expenses.
California State Senator Diane
Watson will introduce legislation
to clarify a California law, creating
a mandate that children from

By Colleen T. Robinson
CHICAGO (YNS) - "When in
need, turn to a friend ." Th at
seems to be the theory behind the
growing trend of peer counseling.
Groups of teens are helping their
peers across the country solve
dating and family problems, peer
pressure and substance addiction.
At Forest Hospital in Des
Plaines, a group of drug users
participate in rap-sessions where
they are encouraged to admit their
addictions and helped to confront
the problem that led them to this
dependency. Unlike the recovering addicts used in similar treatment programs who relate their
success stories, Forest goes a
step farther, by bringing former
teen addicts in to participate in
group counseling sessions and
offering guidance.
Los Angeles teens with questions about sex, can reach to the
UCLA Family Planning Clinic.
High school students also have
the opportunity to be trained to

SUMMER GUIDE
(Continued from page 11)

"You contnbutf! StOOa month from your

hrst fulll l monthly Army raychecks
Ot "s not d•flicult Your fooJ.Iodgmgand
medocal aroll pa>d f,>rJ
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1 . 2 0 0 You
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College Fund
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" O O Yours for
College

Of course, there are qualifications you must
meet, tests to be passed , but if you intend to go to college someday, the best possible route could be the
Army. You'll gain knowledge, experience and a sense of
sel£.worth that will be with you the rest of your life.
To find out more about this new way to get to
college, see your local Army Recruiter today.
9 .'6- _fi40

ARMY.
BE AI LYOUCAN BE.
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Senate
looks at
new draft

A new bill calling for a return to
the military draft was introduced in
the U.S. Senate on March 11.
The senators supporting the
bill, Ernest Hollings of South
Carolina and Steven Symms of
Idaho, are both concerned about
the nation's declining young adult
population over the next five
years, which they believe will
talk to and help other teens with
problems.
cause a shortage of volunteers for
Evelyn Soto; a 17-year-old from _ the military services. I\4ATO
Commander Bernard Rogers
Clemente, started a counseling
testified that he would be short
group because of her concern
about the growth of teen preg150,000 infantry, armor, artillery
nancy at her school. "The problem
and combat medics for 90 days in
the event of war in Europe if the
is getting out of hand . Every
corner I turned on my way to class ,
U.S. waits until war to start up the
I saw someone who was pregdraft.
Opponents of the draft insist
nant. I had to make an effort,"
that the volunteer army is working.
Evelyn said. The group, which
originated to answer concerns
Even Secretary of Defense Casabout pregnancy, has gone on to
par Weinberger opposes the draft
become a "rap session, where
because he believes the volunteer
teens can get any issue out in the
army is attracting high quality reopen," Evelyn explained.
cruits and is keeping officers for a
There are volunteer organifull career. "I am constitutionally
zations all over the country that
opposed to fixing something (the
seek to train teen peer counvolunteer army) that is not
selors. For more information
broken," he said.
check out a local YMCA and
New Expression will follow the
places such as Alcoholics Anonaction on .this Senate Bill S.424
ymous, guidance centers or
over the summer. Meanwhile ,
community centers. Most of the
readers can call Illinois senators
organizations require stiff training .
and voice their opinion. Senator
But as Soto said, " It really feels
Simon's office can be reached at
good to know that I've helped
353-4952, and Senator Dixon at
someone."
353-5420
Stacey Willis

Peer .groups help

IN TODAY'S ARMY,
THERE'S UP TO
$25.200
FORYOUIN
COWGE MONEY. Writing/

It's like getting a scholarship for being a good,
smart soldier and serving your country well. Here's how it
works:

single parent homes have a right
to financial support from their parents for a college education.
Jennifer and her attorney will
pursue their case in the courts and
testify in support of Senator Watson's bill.
''The time has come to end the
double victimization of children,
which leaves many children feeling that they have lost both security of a two parent home and the
opportunity for a college education," said Allred.

Photo
Urban Journalism Workshop In Reporting, Editing
Where? New Expression, 207 S.
Wabash
Who? High school juniors and
sophomores
When? July 1-August 6, 9
a.m.-12 p.m.
How? Apply by May 29, get application at New Expression
Cost? The program is free to
those who are accepted.
Call? 663-0543, ask for Robin
Wade.

Young Chicago Fiction
Writing Workshop
Where? 207 S Wabash
When? Eight three-hour workshop sessions beginning June 12
from 4 to 7pm.
(The remaining summer dates will
be determined by the group.
How? See application on Page
14. Send in by June 5.

Columbia Institute Fiction
Writing Workshop
Where? Columbia College, 600
S. Michigan
Who? High school students entering junior or senior year.
When? Ju ly 8-August 1, 9
a.m.-12 p.m.
How? Pick-up application by
June 17. Register July 1 and 2
from 10am-5pm.
Cost? $175.
Call? Director of Admissions,
663-1600.
Photo by Jeff Hines

Yearbook
and Newspaper
Where?University of Wisconsin,
White Water
Who? People with a teacher endorsement and varying levels of
experience
When? July 7-13 for yearbook,
July 14-19 for newspaper
How? Deadline June 15.
Cost? $150 plus $66.50 room
and board

Journalism Workshops
Where? Iowa State University,
Ames, Iowa.
Who? High school aged stu dents.

When? July 7-12 for yearbook,
July 14-19 for newspaper, 8:40
a.m.-12 p.m.
How? Apply by June 21, see English Department for application
Cost? $53.50 workshop fee, $66
room and board, photography
$63.50

Exploring Photography
Where? See Columbia College
Institute above
When? Monday and Wednesday, 9 am-12:30 pm.
Cost? $175.

New Expression Photography Workshop
(See Page 15 for information.)

This is "Young Chicago's" last issue for
the school year. This four-page issue with
themes based on racism, street life and
relationships will be our last issue until
September.
During the summer "Young Chicago" will
offer students between the ages of 14-19
the opportunity to work with a professional
novelist in a fiction-writers workshop.
The workshop is designed to help students realize the dramatic potential in their

own lives that can be written about, to learn
about short story style and structure, to
criticize their own work and to familiarize
themselves with the writing process. The
first class begins June 12.
For more information on how to apply for
the workshop see Page 14.
We appreciate the assistance of the Illinois Arts Council whose funding helps
make " Young Chicago" possible.
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By Tracey Deutsch
This started out to be the kind of
essay it was supposed to be. It
had a thesis and supporting evidence and a moral or two. But
then I started thinking.
I don't want to do another one of
your English essays, Mr. Bund. I
really don't want to write about
Jonathan Swift's " Descent into
Madness " three centuries ago. I
want to write this. So I will!
Cathy lived down the block from
me. Being the only two kids within
a five-block radius, we sort of fell
in together. Even then, I knew
Cathy was special.
Cathy was the girl with long
blond hair, the cute one the bakery
ladies gave their cookies to. The
one who designed and planned
our blood-sister midnight ceremonies . She made up stories
about digging in our backyards
until we came to China. She dug
one day from dawn until the mosquitos came to claim the garden.
Cathy was the intense one.
Her parents were like that too,
but their intensity had a sort of
cutting edge to it. They were overcome w1th the need to provide
Cathy with perfect friends, even
the perfect dog. There wasn't
room for Cathy to be anything but

Descent into Madness
perfect.
Cathy's mother made sure her
daughter took tennis lessons; that
she had the right clothes; that she
had a ten-speed bike.
Cathy was the straight-toothcaptain-of-the-cheers mile,
leaders, honor-roll-kid. She had
less and less time for herself and
her friends as she crammed more
and more obligations into her
schedule.
She lived in the same house
with her mother, but they barely
communicated. Her mother spent
a lot of time at PTA meetings,
" Save the Whales" meetings and
bridge games. Her father lived his
life on business trips. Cathy spent
a lot of time trying to be perfect.
Even holioays were filled. I remember last Fourth of July when I
asked Cathy on a picnic with my
family. She was really looking forward to it until her mother volunteered her to sing at a nursing
home.
Cathy called the next day and
told me about her holiday surrounded by sanitized yellow walls.
Cathy hated yellow.

Anyhow, that was Cathy's life.
Running around, living her parents' dreams and her own nightmare. She hated her life, but lots
of people hate their lives and just
go on hating. Cathy was better
than that.
Cathy knew how it could be, to
have her own life, to be independent, to wake up from her nightmare. It killed her.
I'd seen her away from home,
from her parents and pressures,
putting half a bottle of ketchup on
fries and staining her new skirt.
She really was happy then.
Towards the end, those happy
days got farther and farther apart
and the space in between was filled with her parents' demand that
she excel.
Towards the end of last year,
Cathy began acting funny. Even
for Cathy, her behavior was compulsive. Her locker had to be
spotless. A hair out of place and
she would rush to the washroom.
Her grades fell, but that didn't
bother her. She never let them go
down too far.
One da}( I caught her sitting in

the lunchroom, just stari ng. I came
up from behind and put my hand
on her shoulder. She must have
jump ed th ree feet. Then she
walked away, like nothing had
happened. When I called her that
night, she couldn't remember
anything about that afternoon.
Then there was the Saturday I
was coming home from Marshall
Field's with my new skirt. All I
could think about was how much
Cathy would love it.
I was turning the corner to our
block when I was blinded by the
raft of propelling blue lights from a
line of curb to curb police cars. I
froze. The cops never come to my
neighborhood.
It was like a dream when nothing is really happening. It couldn't
possibly be happening ... the
blue lights, the people. All those
people.
Cathy's mother had spent a
fortune on that door. It would've
killed her to see them kicking it in
like that.
I ran closer, but some arm
grabbed me and I heard, "You
don't want to go in there, kid."

I looked through the hole in the
house and saw Cathy and a body
with a sheet over it. The police had
the gun in the evidence bag.
Then Cathy looked at me, and it
was like she just melted, just sank
to the floor and rocked back and
forth on her knees. The cops
really didn't need the handcuffs.
I can't forget that last look Cathy
gave me. Her eyes sort of laughed
at me, at the world I was living in, a
world she could never be a part of.
Then she laughed aloud and disappeared into a flashing blue light,
and the dream ended.
Then there were the headlines,
the scandal, the interviews, the
columnists, the usual trash. The
only pictures they printed were of
Cathy in her cheerleader outfit,
and a picture of her and her
mother when Cathy was ten years
old.
Now I'm crying, Mr. Brund, ar,d
the tears are staintng this notebook paper and it's all your
stupid-ass fault But I'm not sure
why.
I have this note from Cathy and
it's so much more real than
Jonathan Sw1ft's " Descent tnto
Madness."
" Dear Laurie,
Happy Independence Dayl I'm
not missing any more p1cn1cs.
Love, Cathy "
New Expression May 1985
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By Valerie Hawkins
"It's not going to kill you to cut
h1story class one time." Denise
was annoyed. She looked across
the short, white lunchroom table
at her fnend, Sharie.
Sharie, a slim girl with glasses
and long, light brown hair that
curled under at the ends, threw
her cardboard lunch tray into the
nearby garbage can and looked
back at Denise. She halfshrugged, "Well ... we do have a
test that day."
"So?" Denise demanded impatiently, throwing her empty barbecue potato chips bag into the
same garbage can. " We can
make it up. You can be so slow
sometimes."
Sharie stared down at the table.
" We'll leave after sixth period
Thursday," Denise insisted.
Sharie sighed, lifted her left
hand to the back of her head and
started curling her hair around
one finger. She mumbled quietly,
" I didn't say I'd go."
" What did you say?" Denise
challenged, opening a box of plain
M&M candies.
Sharie glanced up from the
table and into Denise's fierce
brown eyes. " Nothing," she said,
louder.
"Sharie, if you've got something
to say, say it."
" Nothing ... well ... see, I don't
want to cut any classes."
"Okay. So don't. We won't go
see the movie either."
" We can go Saturday."
" The movie won't be there
Saturday. Thursday's the last day.
We can only go on that day, and
the only way we can see it is if we
cut, but since you won't, we won't
go."
"But," Sharie protested.
" Look, forget the whole thing.
Just forget it, okay?" Denise retorted.
"Okay." Sharie looked around
the lunchroom hoping that Denise
would drop the conversation.
From where Sharie and Denise
were sitting, everyone in the spacious lunchroom could see them,
as an audience sees performers
on a stage. Sharie caught one
girl's eyes. The girl shook her
head sadly, then continued talking
to the guy sittmg with her.
Denise called, "Sharie." Sharie
Ieturned her attention to Den1se,
ra1smg her eyebrows in question.
" Is this the way you act with
James?".
Shane was puzzled at the
quest1on " I guess,' she answered.
" What ?" Denise yelled, pre-
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Puppet Show
tending to be shocked, her high
pitched voice catching the attention of some of the people at the
surrounding tables.
" You're kidding, right? You act
this much like a wimp around
James, and he's still your boyfriend?
"You let everybody walk all over
you. I'm your best friend and even
I do it sometimes."
Sharie tightened her lips and
looked down, embarrassed.
Denise took notice of the attention she was getting and continued in a louder voice. "You don't
look anyone in the eye when you
talk. You mumble, and you always
look so depressed. You act like
that cartoon character on the
'Banana Splits' show." Denise
lowered the tone of her voice to
sound like the cartoon character,
"We'll n-e-v-e-r make it."
At this point, people at the surrounding tables started to laugh.
Sharie could feel the blush rismg from her cheeks. She heard

one guy say, "Oh, man, Denise is
at it again."
Denise ignored Sharie's silence, seeing nothing but the
smiles and hearing nothing but the
laughter of her schoolmates. She
shouted, "And look at your
clothes! Why can't you dress up a
little, like me?" She stood up and
turned around, showing off her
pink, silken, short-sleeved dress
with a pleated skirt, coffee brown
nylons, and shiny black pumps.
" You wear the same dumpy shirts
and jeans every week, even with
the same socks! You're wearing
brown socks today, right?"
Denise looked down at Sharie's
socks, knowing that they were
brown because she changed
clothes with Sharie at gym class.
But the people in the lunchroom
didn't know that. ''I knew it!" Denise gloated. "You are so pathetic!"
The onlookers laughed harder
than ever, Denise along with
them . "And your hair . . " Denise
started.

"You're going to talk about my
hair now?" Sharie spoke up, angrily.
"Ah . . . no, I . guess not. That
hair speaks for itself."
Surrounded by laughter, Sharie
felt her head beginning to hurt.
She lowered her head and tried
hard to hold back the tears, but
one slipped from her nose onto
her jeans.
"Girl, I don't know how- l've put
up with you," Denise said. "We're
seniors now, and you still act the
same way you did when you were
a freshie. I don't know how you got
a boyfriend acting and talking, and
looking like that, and I surely don't
know how you've kept him." Denise returned to her seat. "Goodness knows I've tried everything
to take him away from you."
Sharie's head shot up, and her
eyes bored into Denise's.
"What?"
Denise, caught off guard at
Sharie's abruptness, answered,
" Sure. "
Suddenly, a hushed quiet fell
over the lunchroom tables.
Sharie began slowly, " You actually have the nerve to admit that
to my face? And to all the people
listening to you?"

Even Hemingway, Steinbeck and Wright had to start somewhere.

Denise, hating the new silence,
shouted again, "I just did, didn't
I?"
"That's it. That's all I'm going to
take. You don't know how you've
put up with me? I don't know how
I've put up with you! I've always
turned the other cheek and didn't
say anything when you picked on
me in front of yourfriends, but now
you bust me out in front of people
we don't know? And then you
have the nerve to tell me to my
face that you tried to take James
away from me?"
She paused. She had let out
something she thought she'd
never say.
" You already knew?" asked
Denise, unconvinced.
"Yes,
I knew."
Sharie
screamed, banging the table with
her fist, and getting shouts and
hoots from those surrounding her.
"I couldn't believe it when James
told me you'd copied his phone
number from my address book
and started calling him every night
at midnight talking about this passionate attraction thing you and he
have, and about ... about ... how
he should ... stop being inhibited
by the thought of loving me."
" You dreamer! He doesn't even
like you! I held it in me 'cause I
thought you were just mixed up,
but now ... you keep away from
me!
" See how long those people
you call your friends come around
when you don't have me to put
down. You'll find out you don't
have any friends. You have audiences, people to laugh at the sickening way you make fun of me to
get attention."
Denise joked half-heartedly,
"Sharie, calm down. I think eating
this lunchroom food has got you
going crazy."
"You can't joke it away, Denise."
The whole lunchroom watched
as Sharie stood up, picked up her
bookbag, slung it over her shoulder and walked to the nearby
stairwell.
" Well, leave then!" Denise yelled, trying to save her performance, but Sharie didn't hear her.
"It's about time," a girl in the
crowd said. penise glared at the
girl, and the girl glared back.
Then the end-of-the-period bell
rang , and the confrontation ended
quickly. From the corner table
near the stairwell, Denise heard a
comic, teasing voice as she
turned her back on the lunchroom
audience, pretending to pull together her books. "We'll n-e-v-e-r
make it!" the voice laughed.

Here's a place for you to start!

Young Chicago's Summer Fiction-Writing Workshop
Eight three-hour workshop sessions
beginning June 12 from 4 to 7 pm. (The
remaining summer dates will be
determined by the group.)

contacted upon receipt of their
application forms. Be sure to include
samples of your writing with the
application form.

Classes will be held in the Loop at 207
S. Wabash, which is an air-conditioned
facility.

There is no fee for the workshop. The
workshop is supported by the Illinois
Arts Council and Young Chicago.
However, all applicants who are
accepted into the workshop program
are expected to be committed to the
eight sessions and the creation of a
manuscript for publication .

All Chicago-area high school students
are eligible to apply. Use th e coupon
below and return it to Young Chicago
by June 5. All applicants will be

r----------------------------------------l
Mail this application by June 5, 1985 to: Young Chicago, 207 S. Wabash (8th Floor),
1
Features of the workshop:
I Work on the techn1cal aspects of
3. Become aware of the technical and
short story-wnllng such as form, VOICe,
critical tools for both wnting and ed1tmg
pomt·of v1ew and style
flct1on
2 Share mat£:nal from each one's lives to 4 Lea1n to prepare a manuscript for
fmd dramatiC potential for short story
publication, nctutllly plan to develop a
plots th<~t aro close to the nuthors'
manu<>cnpt for puhhcat1on 1n Young
expf.lnences
Ch1cngo next yoctr
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By Keturah Shaw
" Did you hear, Esther? There's
going to be a dance contest this
year and OUR school is invited."
Norma was bursting with excitement.
"Oh?" Esther reacted cooly.
"How nice."
"But aren't you excited? Just
think, we have the opportunity to
win $2,000. Can you stand it?"
"As a matter of fact, yes."
"What?"
"But Esther, you're one of our
best dancers. Mr. Carlos is sure to
choose you to compete."
" But, Norma, I'm black. Which
changes everything. I won't go
there, do my best, then be nicely
turned down with the pretense
that I was just not what they were
looking for."
" Esther, you know that isn't
true."
"Not true? How in hell would
you know? You're one of them."
With that Esther headed up the
steps toward the biology lab.
"Dancing is my life," she stormed
inwardly. " How can they do this to
me?"
When it was time for dance
class, Esther wanted to be home,
safely cacooned in her mother's
a1 ms. For a minute she contemplated cutting, but what was the
use?
Mr. Carlos was announcing the
dance contest when she entered
the room. She was clad in grey
leotards and tights. " I've already
picked others from my other
classes. Now, if you'll wait, I'll an- ·
nounce my choices." The room
had never been so deathly quiet.
The gum chewing, the endless
chatter, the giggles all ended.
Mr. Carlos took a breath and
looked over the class. Esther sat
quietly in a corner ferverently
wishing the class away.
" George Stevens !" He a nnounced his first choice.
There was applause and the inevitable storm of congratulations.
Then , " Esther Moore! " She
gasped. She couldn't believe her
ears. They must be deceiving her.
The rest of the class passed in a
daze for Esther. After it was over
she called Mr. Carlos aside.
"Do I HAVE to?"
" What?"
" I don't want to enter the contest."
" Why not, Esther, you dance
extremely well. I don't understand."
" I think I dance okay, but I'm
black, Mr. Carlos, plain and simple."
" So?''

her hands as she climbed the
stage steps .
Esther took her position and
looked into the audience. " Go
away," she whispered . All she
wanted to do was dance.
She flung her arms high ove>r
her head. She felt she could fly.
Right now she was queen, top of
the stage, top of the world. Saucily
she split and swirled around,
ending the drama.
" I told you you could do it!" Mr.
Carlos squeezed her once she
was back stage.
" I haven't done anything yet. At
least we won't know until next
week."
That week was hell. The worry
came first, then the doubt. By the
time the week was over Esther
was so filled with doubt that she ·
did not want to face the certain
disappointment. But in the back of
her mind there was that thought
that she MUST find out who won.
" Your attention, please!" called
the contest director. " We have
here four winners, and our third
runner up is George Stevens of
Anthony High." The crowd roared
with applause, but Esther wasn't
clapping . She could only think of
Kathy Prayer, the white girl. There
were other dancers just as good,
maybe better. But they were
black . Kathy would win first place
for sure.
" Second runner up, Esther
Moore of Anthony High.". Mr. Carlos. was pushing insistently at her
back. Esther froze. Did she hear
her name being called? Maybe
she'd imagined it. On the stage
Esther stood round shouldered
next to the other winner.
" First runner up, Kathy Prayer
of Johnson High." The room filled
with applause. This was it! Angry
reactions thundered in her head.
If Kathy was the runner-up , then
who was the winner? " Not that
other white girl. My God!"
" First place, Brenda Adams of
Lowell High." The honey brown
girl ran excitedly to the stage,
laughing, crying, hugging strangers.
Esther looked to her feet.
When she glanced up to see
Brenda Adams accept her award,
the spot light flooded the area of
the stage where all the winners
stood. She squinted, unable to
see the boisterous audience .
They were shouting Brenda's
name.
She could hear them ; hear their
support; hear their appreciation of
this black girl's talent.
Nothing else mattered. Brenda
Adams - a black girl- had won!

A Deceptive Cover
" Black girls just don't make it as
well as white girls."
" C"mon, you're not serious?"
" But I AM."
" Black people do make it."
" Yeah? Well , name me a few."
Mr. Carlos hesitated, and then
spoke c onfidently. " There's
Katherine Dunham. She was the
first black to sponsor a dance
company to travel out of town .
Then there's Tommy Gomez , her
lead dancer."
" That's only two. I'd bet those
are the only two you know," Esther
challenged.
''I'd bet otherwise. Say, if I can
name one more, will you agree to
enter?"
Esther turned the thought over
in her mind, knowing in her heart
that there couldn't be many more.
Not famous ones . "Two more and
you've got a deal."
Esther smiled as she watched
him thoughtfully scratching his
chin.
"Judith Jameson." Esther had
read about her. " Darlene Black-

burn."
" Oh!"
" There are 1ots more. Jeffery
Holder, Joel Hall, Ma .. . "
" Okay, okay, you win. I'll do it ,
but I still can't see the point."
The day came. Esther stood in a
larg e auditorium bare fo ot ,
dressed in her special black silky
leotard. All the other contestants
were warming up. To Esther they
seemed painfully sure of themselves.
The contest director, a very tall ,
thin man wearing a white T-shirt
and shorts, was pulling out names
and calling them up to dance.
While Esther waited, she kept remembering the ion~ hours of
practice, the worry and the endless stream of doubt.
There was a black girl dancing
now. Esther sighed, admiring the
girl's style. She was beautifully
groomed, but Esther passed h~.r
off as a " No Threat" in the competition . She wasn't even white.
" Kathy Prayer!" the director

called out. A gorgeous flashy girl
ascended the small stair case to
the stage. She could be a model,
Esther thought. And she's white.
The music started dramatically
and the girl 's body flowed with the
music. She moved in slow hypnotic spins.
She won, Esther judged. The
girl is smooth. The music ended
with a sudden thump as Kathy
came down to her knees after a
spin , arms out, fingers spread in a
jazz hand. Her audience was silenced. Not even a clap sounded.
Slowly, Kathy Prayer got up and
almost glided off the stage.
" Esther Moore!"
" I can't follo w that. " Esther
turned like a frightened cat and
prepared to run . Too late, Mr.
Carlos was there, urging her on.
"That's you, hun. Show 'em all
you've got. You can, I know you
can."
With legs of butter Esther
turned around . Her heart beat
faster; her fingers quivered. Absently she shook cold sweat from

Summer Workshop Series
Talented teens please call
663-0543
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Publication Design Series

Photography Series.

This Workshop Series will meet on Tuesdays and
Thursdays in the late afternoon for six weeks. Participants will haVe an opportunity to meet with
professional designers, go on field trips to design
studios, and receive instruction in the principles of
graphic design from advertising and illustration to
print specs and telecommunication.
All workshop students will help design the special
September issue of New Expresslon,which will
conta1n an exciting magazine on how teens view
the current crisis in public education.
There Is no fee for those who are ~pted into
the program.

This workshop series will meet on Wednesdays
and Thursdays in the late afternoon. Participants
will meet professional photographers, take field
trips to commercial studios, and receive instruction
on photographic technique.
The best work of the participants will be published
in the special September Issue of New Expression. Participants will also develop an International
Youth Year photo exhibit tentatively scheduled for
November at Cirde Campus.
Applicants must have access to a 35mm camera.
Photo supplies will be available for workshop proJects. There 1s no fee for those applicants who are

-:..

accepted into the program.

How to appfy: Call 663-0543 and 9fVe the receptionist
your name, phone number and 9rade in school. Tell the
receptionist that you v.1sh to apply for the Publication ~

sign 'M>rl<shop or the Photography 'M>rl<shop or both A
workshop coordinator •'!ill get 1n tO< ..;h with you and arrange lor an 1nterv1ew
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By Dawn Weathers
Dwayne Jones was everything
to Denise. He was funny and quick
witted. He really knew how to
make her happy. He was everything most girls dream of - an
older guy, handsome, popular,
hilarious and smart. Necie would
do anything for him. She was 13
years old and in love.
Dwayne was all Necie's, and
that made her the envy of all the
girls in the neighborhood. It was
as though Michael Jackson had
been snagged by a commoner.
Their relationship was wonderful , never a problem they
couldn't solve, until Dwayne
called one afternoon. Necie would
get a funny tickling in her stomach
whenever she talked to him, and it
was there again
"Are you busy?" he asked.
" No. No," she replied. " Why?"
"I was wondering if you would
like to come over here. I'm really
lonely."
" Sure. I'll be right over." She
was always anxious to be with
him.
Necie walked three blocks to his
house. When Dwayne opened the
door, she felt his hand on her arm,
almost dragging her into the living
room . This was a different
Dwayne, she thought , as he
helped her out of her coat and led
her to his room.
This was the first time she had
seen his room. She was very impressed to see books of all sorts
lined up on shelves and lying
around his room in clusters. As
she scanned the books, she
noticed that most of them were on
the Martial Arts.
"You read all of these?" she
askeo, picking up a copy of The
Thornbirds.
"Sure, sure" he said. Then he
removed his pants and lay back
on the bed, crossing his lean,
muscled brown legs.
" I like intellectual stimulation.
Come here.! didn't invite you here
to talk."
As Necie walked over to his
bed, she wondered if they were
alone in the house. And then the
way he looked at her answered
the question.
He undressed her with his eyes.
He looked from the very top where
her shiny, jet black curls hung
loose, pulled up at the sides, to her
smooth, dark brown complexion
and slanted brown eyes, and then
down her prematurely developed
body, photographing each detail
as he went along.
He pulled her down beside him.
She looked down into his handsome face, into his soft, seductive,
brown eyes and pleaded with him
not to have her do this. But he
didn't seem to be listening as he
ran his fingers through her soft
curls , pulling her head to his.
Dwayne silenced her protests.
"You'll enjoy it. There's nothing to
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be afraid of. Trust me."
Later that day, Necie tried to
piece together what had happened. She had finally done it.
She had expected to get more out
of the experience, but that really
didn't matter. They had shared
something that only two people
who care about each other could
share. " Now he must care about
me in a special way," she thought.
" He's got to."
After that afternoon Necie was
hesitant about seeing Dwayne at
his house again, though she gave
in a few more times. Then, suddenly, the relationship started to
wither. Two weeks passed and
Dwayne didn't call her.
She told herself that if he didn't
call by the weekend that she
would call him. On Friday evening,
as she sat home alone watching
television and eating a corndog,
she felt nautious.
She dropped the corndog and
ran to the bathroom. A successive
vomit spurted from her mouth as
she leaned over the toilet. After
flushing, she looked up into the
mirror, the tears glistening in her
eyes as she shook her head.
"What am I going to do?" she
whispered to herself. "I'm too

young! "
Later on that night, as she said
her prayers, the tears flowed
again.
" Please God," she prayed .
" Please don't let this be! Give me
one more chance!"
When Necie arrived home from
school on Monday, she contemplated whether or not to call
Dwayne. Of course, there should
be no doubts in her mind. "He still
cares about me; he loves me,"
she thought. " Doesn't he?"
She dialed his number and
heard his voice after the first ring.
"Dwayne, it hasn't come down
yet," she said.
" What're you talkin about?"
" You know, my ... my period,"
she said.
When he failed to break the silence,
Necie
whispered ,
" Dwayne, did you. . . you
know ... do anything ... Ooh! "
Necie breathed out, exasperated.
Dwayne didn't say anything.
"Why are you so quiet?" she
asked. "Aren't you a little concerned about me being pregnant?
I mean, doesn't it bother you at
all?"
" Why should it?" He sounded
so nonchalant.

" Because, I'm only thirteen
years old and a freshman in high
school. I can't have a baby now!"
Dwayne sighed. "You should
have thought of that before. It's
really not my problem. Listen,
babe, I can't talk right now. I'll see
you ."
She walked up to her room and
sat down on her bed. She had
never felt so stupid. She just didn't
make mistakes like this. What had
she hoped to gain by letting
Dwayne have his way?
" What am I going to do now?"
she pondered . " I gotta talk to
someone, but not Momma, not
now. I can't face her now."
Glancing at the family photo on
her dresser she spotted help.
There, winking at her was Bow,
Bow in her red dress with a
cigarette dangling from her long
fingers in one hand and a can of
Golden Champale clasped in the
fingers of her other hand. Necie
called her aunt.
Reliable Bow dropped everything and came to pick her up.
" I think I'm pregnant, Bow! "
Necie blurted out her problem as
soon as she got into the car.
" What?" Bow slammed her
hand against the steering wheel.

" C'mon, girl, you're kidding me
now."
" I wish I was. All I know is that I
haven't had my period yet, and I'm
throwing up."
"That don't necessarily mean
you're pregnant you know. . .
You been foolin' around?''
Necie nodded.
"Didn't you get some birth control?"
Necie shook her head, "It all
happened so fast."
"Girl, you should have come to
me. Did you tell your mother yet?"
Necie shook her head.
"Well, the first thing we gotta do
is get you to a clinic. You might be
worrying about nothing. But if you
are pregnant, you've got some
decisions to make. What about
him?"
"You mean Dwayne?"
" I mean whoever it was that
helped you. A girl JUSt don't do
these things by herself now.
What's he plan to do about it?"
" He wants nothing to do with it."
" Figures. Well, he's got another
thing comin'. He ain't gonna let
this slide by."
" He won't .. .."
" Necie, don't you worry about
him. You should've thought about
him long before this. Once you
make a choice, you can't go back
on it."
That night Necie stayed with her
Aunt and the next morning Bow
took her to the clinic. The results
from the test were positive.
" Girl, now you got some real
decisions to make," Bow said.
"What do you mean?'' Necie
asked.
" I mean you've got to decide
what to do next."
Necie looked at her aunt,
thoughtfully, " Bow, I wish I was
like you . You decide. You tell me
what to do. What do you think I
should do?"
"The way I see it, you got three
ways to go. You can.have the baby
and spend the rest of your life
wondering what it would have
been like to be a teenager without
the baby. Or you can have the
baby then give it up for adoption.
Or you can have an abortion."
Necie gasped. Adoption! Abortion! These were words she had
never thought of in terms of her
own life. These things happened
to other people. She started to cry,
and Bow led her out of the clinic.
" Necie, I didn't mean to make
you cry. But you got to face up to
what's happened. I think you'd
better get ready to tell your
mother, 'cause it ain't gonna get
any better. What do you say we
take a ride over to your house, get
your mother and ha~a talk about
all this. You got to remember,
honey, me and your momma are
no strangers to this. We'r~gonna
be right with you ."
Necie buried her face in Bow's
shoulder, hugged her and wished
she'd never been born.

Summer Journalism Workshop
When: July 3 thru Aug. 6
How to apply: Pick up a scholarship
app li cation at the New Expression
offices, 207 S. Wabash (8th Floor) .
Scholarships are sponsored by The
Chicago Sun-Times, The Chicago
Tribune and The Wall Street Journal.
Who is eligible: High school sophomores and juniors interested in a career
in JOUrnalism.
What will the workshop cover: research, Interviewing, reporting , writing,
visits to newspapers, TV stations, radio
stations; an opportunity to prepare a
major news story for New Expression.

Application Deadline: May 31
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Staff: Juan Garcia, Lane Tech;
Dawn Weathers, Curie; Jordan
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TELEVISION
Since New Expression appeared in
People Weekly magazine, we have
gotten very important. Many different
types of media want to report about our
operation. Diane Silver Productions is
seeking a contract with New Expression for the rights to produce a madefor-television movie. The New Expression staff has been invited to report for
the "Today Show." This report will be a
follow-up to our gangs and guns story in
the Jan./Feb. issue. And, on the other
side of the media coin, the Associated
Press has interviewed our staff for anational news feature.
As reported before in Entertainment
Beat, Emma Samms has departed
" General Hospital" for a role in " Dynasty
II: the Colbys of California." But to compete with that, word has it that " Dallas"
has signed Susan Lucci of "All My ChilFROSH

(Continued from page 2)

once he decided he was bored with the
class. Karen said she played along the
entire year, and now she's out three credits: Spanish, English and algebra.
Only 11 per cent of the 72 freshmen
claimed to have personal problems
which affected their grades.
As a result of this epidemic,-freshmen
have become a significant factor in the
city's overall dropout rate of fifty pecent.
Freshmen appear to be more vulnerable
than any age group because "they don't
have anyone checking up on them like
they did the year before," said Dr. Fred
Hess of the Chicago Panel on Public
School Finances. They are also more

TUXEDOS
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WHY RENT?
• Wing Collar Shirts
• Cummerbunds and bows in
colors
• Boys Sizes Available
• Professional Restaurant &
Group Discount

BUY-A-TUX
545 W. Roosevelt Road
Chicago
243-5465
10-6 Mon-Sat Call for Sun hrs
Parking Available

dren." Lucci is one of soap opera's highest paid actresses, but I predict she will
be no competition for Samms.
July 1 is the date that On-TV will do its
disappearing act and Channel 44 will
become a full-time Spanish language
station. This station will feature news
and programs of the Spanish International Network (SIN). Coincidentally,
Channel 60's WBBS-TV (which now
broadcasts Spanish-language programs from 7 pm. to 2 am., will be leaving Chicago. WPWR , a station owned by
Fred Eychaner, plans to buy out
WBBS-TV and replace their time on
Channel 60 rerunning old programs.
George (Oh God!) Burns and Flip
(Geraldine) Wilson will return to television with a weekly series next season.
Burns will host a CBS comedy anthology
and Wilson will star with singer Gladys
Knight as middle-class parents in Chicago. Wilson's " Charlie and Company"
will intentionally resemble NBC's "The
Cosby Show."
vulnerable because of the change in
their class schedules and increased
freedom, which leads to cutting classes
and disinterest." The Chicago Panel recently disclosed that 50 per cent of public school students drop out before
graduation.
To help fight the freshman dropout
problem, the Chicago School Board has
allotted $37 million for a free public
summer school program. The program ,
which runs from July 1 to August 23, will
be open to students who live in an attendance area that has a high concentration of low-income families and to those
who have failed two or more classes.
Applications for the free summer
courses, to be held at 22 high schools
across the city, were distributed to the
high schools May 13 and 14. Students
may secure applications from their division teacher or guid:!e
nselor.
Demet ious Carlvin
rl
moot

CBS has also teamed horror master
Stephen King with sci-fi author Ray
Bradbury to write episodes of "The
Twilight Zone," which is only one of the
station's new series.

MOVIES

Hubbard
Street
Dancers

Happening in the Chicago area: John
Travolta will direct the movie, "Greenwich ," and Goldie Hawn is filming " First
and Goal" in which she plays the coach
of an inner-city prep football team.

MUSIC
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Coming to Chicago this surr.mer: Don
Henley, Huey Lewis and the News,
Barry Manilow, Liza Minnelli, Manhattan Transfer, Temptation with the
Four Tops, Santana, Byran Adams,
Survivor, Kenny Loggins, Melissa
Manchester, George Benson, New
Edition, Kool and The Gang, Jeffrey
Osborne, Chaka Khan, Phil Collins,
Dan Fogelberg, REO Speedwagon,
Dire Straits, Beach Boys, Tomson
Twins, UB40, Tom Petty and The
Heartbreakrs, AI Jarreau and
Madonna.
And in the studio this month recording :
Journey, of course with Steve Perry,
The Muppet Babies, and Prince, producing Sheila E.'s new work.

CLASSES
FORMING NOW

Call Days, Eves & Weekends

DIAL·A·TEST HOTLINE (312) 503-0106

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CHICAGOCENTER
HIGHLAND PARK
LA GRANGE CENTER

437-6650
764-5151
433-7410
352·5841i

PSAT~~

DANCE

_ J.

The last major appearance by the
Hubbard Street Dance Company in
downtown Chicago for another year will
begin May 28 through June 9 at the Civic
Tt)eatre. Ticket prices are $16.50 and
$18.50.
.

rtainment : · .
MUSIC
Tao
Rick Springfield
Well, here it is, "Tao."
But what does it mean? To some,
"Tao" is the basis of a Chinese religion
and the universal force harmonizing
nature. To Springfield fans , " Tao"
means a new album with new themes
different from earlier Springfield offerings.
It has been over a y ear s in ce
Springfield's last work, the soundtrack
for his debut film, "Hard to Hold, " which
was a flop. But now he is trying a comeback.
"Tao" breaks from the basic themP. of
Springfield's best works, "Working Class
Dog" and "Success Has Not Spoiled Me
Yet. " Those albums described his feelings on love and the opposite sex. But
"Tao" has no set theme, it changes from
song to song.
The album begins with " Dance ~e
World Away," an upbeat duet in which
Springfield sings of ridding the world of

Dream Into Action
Howard Jones
To listen to the latest album release by
Howard Jones is to realize the progress
that has been made in music technology. With his debut album, " Human Lib,"
Jones seemed to take synthesizer
music to its ultimate. Now, on " Dream
Into Action," he has taken syntho-pop
even farther.
"Action" is a collection of songs varying from ballads to dance-pop to rap,
and all musically performed by Howard
Jones, the one man band. But not only is
Jones interested in making his mark as a
music wiz. "Dream Into Action" also

·

selfishness.
Then "Tao" moves into " Celebrate
Youth ," Springfield's contribution to International Youth Year. Keeping with the
fast rythmn, " Celebrate Youth" tells how
Springfield sees youth in everyone.
After these two fast cuts, "Tao" relaxes with the slow pace of "State of the
Heart, and "The Power of Love (The Tao
of Love)" the only love song on this side
of the album.
Side two, just as side one, starts with
Springfield describing the world in another upbeat song, " Walking on the
Edge." However, side two is the weaker
side. After the first two cuts, the album
slows down too much. The only thing to
stop us from falling asleep is "Stranger
in the House," the last love song on the
album.
I really liked most of the songs on
"Tao." My only dispute with this album is
that I expected it to sound much better.
The vocals are often overpowered by
the bass. But the change of topic in the
lyrics of each song makes "Tao" more
meaningful than Springfields's earlier
albums.
James Gultry, Jr.
, proves his song-writing talents as well .
For example, "Bounce Right Back," a
song on the B- side of the album, colorfully portrays the repercussions of
speaking before thinking, rap style.
This is a very good album, which has
begun to enjoy a spark of success in
America with its first two releases ,
"Things Can Only Get Better," and "Like
to Get to Know You Well." In the case of
his first album, " Human Lib," few of the
songs that went beyond the pop limit
caught on. Perhaps " Dream Into Action"
will give Jones the recognition as well as
the merit he deserves as a lyricist and
musician.
Sharon Williams

Get a head start on
college . • •

Create your own
kind of summer.
Try Triton's 5-8-5 plan.
• 1st 5-week term, May 28
to July 1
• 2nd 5-week term, July 2
to Aug. 6
• 8-week term, June 10 to
Aug. 1

-----------------------Please send me information about your 5-8-5 plan.

Name _________________________________________
Address ______________________________________
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ State _ __ Zip ____

For more information or to register
by phone, call 456-2500!

Prince and the
Revolution
Around the World in a
Day
Prince's newest album is basically for
two types of people: those who don't
mind a variety of music in one given
album, or those who are die-hard Prince
fans. In other words, those folks who
hopped on the Prince bandwagon during the Purple Reign, will be bitterly disappointed.
Recorded and produced mostly at his
home studio called Paisley Park {also
the title of one of the songs on the
album), this album includes some of the
most diverse music that Prince has ever
put out. Most fans expecting the commercial sound of "Purple Rain" will hear
nothing of the sort on this album. The
songs range in style from soothing
Middle-Eastern sounds to soft piano
solos to hard-rocking guitar, some reminscent of Jimi Hendrix, some of the
"Controversy" days, all almost totally
different from the last album.
The album's title-track is definitely
nothing like Prince has ever produced.
The song uses such instruments as an
oud, finger cymbals and a darbuka, giving it a Middle-Eastern feel.
" Condition of the Heart," one of the
album 's best songs , begins with a
tender-sweet, Keith Jarret-style piano
solo. Prince adds falsetto vocals, like he
did in "Do Me, Baby" and "International
Lover," to make "Condition" one of the
best ballads that he's ever created.
"Raspberry Beret" and "Tambourine"
are the two "dirty" songs on the album.
The first, which sounds a lot like "Take
Me With U" from the " Purple Rain"
album, implies that the girl in the song is
an exhibitionist. "She wore a raspberry
beret. The kind you find in a second

hand store. Raspberry beret. If it was
warm, she wouldn't wear much more."
"Tambourine," a song with lyrics that
imply masturbation, is a bit ironic because Prince has recently begun using
tambourines in his performances. Remember in "Purple Rain" when he threw
the tambourines out into the audience?
"America" brings Prince into political
lyrics, like he did on the "Controversy''
and "1999" albums. The song deals with
some of the themes that Prince deals
with most: poverty, the "crooked" politician, and nuclear war. The chorus in
"America" can be sung along with the
traditional "America the Beautiful" without missing a beat. "America, America,
God shed His grace on thee. America,
America, keep the children free. "
"Pop Life" is also an excellent cut with
one major flaw. There is·a string interlude at the end of the song, composed
and conducted by Lisa and Wendy of the
Revolution with drums played by Shelia
E. The problem is the interlude is not
long enough to absorb and the drums
aren't spectacular enough to mention.
" Temptation, " a song written by
Prince and his father, begins with a
stinging Jimi Hendrix-style guitar solo
and ends with a very weird rap between
Prince and an electronically lowered
voice, which is supposed to be the voice
of God. In one reply to God, Prince mentions that love is more important than
sex. This should raise a few eyebrows of
parents who think that Prince promotes
sex and sex only.
This album is not one of Prince's best
efforts, and the fact that it sounds almost
totally different from "Purple Rain "
doesn't help matters much. But Prince
proves with this album that after having a
tremendous amount of success, he can
change his musical style and still come
out with a quality album.
Charles Smoot

Experience the splendor
of a bygone era ...

Coach Horse Livery, Ltd.
1901 S. lndiqna

For you and that special peTson on that night to TemembeT.
Travel thTough Chicago's Gold Coast and Lakefront in antiq~
19th century Victorian carriages.
Coaches are available evenings at the west side of the old Water
Tower, \.-2 block west of Michigan Ave.
Prefe'rence will be given to those holding tickets jrorn
"Ticket Master''®.
Fo1·jurther information please call: 842-8500

NE521
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Triton College
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2ooo F1tth Avenue, R1ver Grove. IL 60171
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MOVIES

Code of Silence
This movie, filmed entirely in Chicago,
is about a Chicago cop caught in the
middle of an underground gang war.
Chuck Norris, a real-life karate star, portrays Chicago Police Detective
Sargeant Eddie Cusack, a streetsmart
cop who can take on a whole army of
thugs and come out victorious.
The story involves the kidnapping of
Diana Luna (Molly Harper) to get at her
father, Tony Luna (Mike Senovese).
Luna had acquired a large amount of
drugs and money that belonged to Luis
Camacho, a drug king-pin portrayed by
Henry Silva.
The film has a lot of bad points and
some good points. For no point at all, it
has a lo! of heartless killings. In one

Gotcha!
"This plot again!" might be the initial
reaction to the storyline of "Gotcha!" In
the opening half hour, the idea behind
the plot sounds like it comes from "Cloak
and Dagger" or " Masquerade," the
ABC-TV series, or a number of other
movies. But later on in the film,- the viewer is left thinking that it doesn't matter
where the idea for it came from, what
matters is that the movie works this time.
The plot begins with Jonathan (Anthony Edwards) , a college student,
playing a game he calls "Gotcha!" The
game involves students stalking each

scene Diana's whole family is brutally
murdered.
One of the good points is that "Code of
Silence" was filmed in Chicago. But
don't go expecting to see a lot of shots of
your favorite places. It was filmed to
show urban life the way it often is - violent - and mostly includes shots of the
city's tougher areas. One of the best
scenes has a Comacho hitman fighting
with Cusack on top of a moving El car.
This is basically a good film if you like
plenty of bloodshed and cruel death.
The story would not be ideal for anyone
under the age of 13, even though the
director, Andy Davis, has said he hopes
children who see it "think a little before
they mess up either themselves or this
world."
Glenyse Thompson

other across campus in order to eliminate the enemy by shooting him with a
tranquilizer gun.
Jonathan talks his parents into letting
him vacation in Paris, where, of course,
he falls in love with a beautiful
Czechoslovakian woman named Sasha
(linda Fiorentino). As the plot thickens,
we find out Sasha is a spy. But that's no
surprise. Finally, Sasha turns
Jonathan's vacation into a real-life game
of "Gotcha!"
The movie takes this basic plot of the
spy and the innocent boy playing catand-mouse with the Russians, and
spices it up by adding more exciting
chase scenes and a more intriguing

cat-and-mouse game than other movies
of its kind. The movie has more than
enough action and suspense to satisfy
an audience.
The only thing dry about "Gotcha" is
that there is nothing new about it except
the college game.
But that's enough, because this old
plot is not worn out. If it were, there
would be no more James Bond movies.
In fact, if you need some preparation for
the new Bond thriller, "A View to A Kill,"
seeing "Gotcha" would be just right. It's
even better than Bond because
Jonathan gets out of all his predicaments without relying on any special
James Gultry
gadgets.

Having A Party?
A Dance? A Prom?
Cet professional disc jockey
service from
FOXXPLAYER SOUND

Putting on a Play
or a Talent Show?

Get sound reinfoccement
from FOXXPLAYER
SOUND
Call 312/239-0673
ATTENTION

DISC JOCKEYS
Foxxplayer Sound ren ts
sound systems to DJ c; for a
nominal fee.

WGC
107.5 F

and
COCA-COLA

lOP 8AI 8PARIY

I

t's the BIGGESf DANCE PAIITY of the year
and WGCI and Coca-Cola are your

host. Get fresh to join BARBARA
STANEK, THE REAL McCOY and
WGCI's MASTER MIXERS at the Americana
Congress Hotel, Great Hall, 520 S. Michigan,
Friday, June 14, 1985 from 9pm until 2am.
Attire: Dress. All students invited.
School I.D. required. Admission: $5.00.
DOOR PRIZES & SURPRISES!!
li
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SUM Mil CALINDAI
JUNE

16

International Youth
Year Justice Month
1

3

4

5

6

7

13

14

15

Public Library Cultural Center.
11 am 346-3278, free
Iron Maiden, Poplar Creek. 8
pm., tickets are $10 and $15,
426-1200
The Truth of the Blues, Ths
Ch1cago Public Library Cultural
Center, 5:30pm., 346-3278,
free.
Phil Collins and his Hot
Tuf Club, Poplar Creek, 8 pm ..
tickets are $10 and $15, and
June 18.
Comedy Concert, The Chicago Public Library Cultural
Center, 5:30pm., 346-3278,
free.
"The Bride," opens at local
movie theaters.
New Edition, Poplar Creek, 8
pm., tickets are $10 and $15.

17

Catrina and the Waves,
Park West. 8 pm . $10.50.
Animals on Films, The Chicago Public Library Cultural
Center (theater) , 346-3278, free.
Illinois Chamber Orchestra,
The Chicago Public L1brary
Cultural Center (Preston Bradley
Hall), 12:15 pm .. 346-3278, free .
Jules and Jim, The Chicago
Public Library Cultural Center
(theater), 5:30pm , 346-3278,
free.
The Lump Brothers, The
Chicago Public Library Cultural
Center, 5:30pm., 346-3278,
free.
lmprov Olympics from .
Second City, The Chicago
Public Library Cultural Center
(theater), 78 E. Washinton
Street, 5:30pm., 346-3278, free.
911/Cause for Passion,
Cubby Bear, 1059 W. Addison ,
327-1662.
"Perfect" opens at local movie
theaters.
Chicago Blues Festival,
Grant Park Petrillo Music Shell,
thru June 9, free.
Diana Ross, Rosemont Horizon, 8 pm., $15 up to $17.50.
At the Rosebud, Civic Theater, 20 N. Wacker Dr., 8:00 pm.,
$16.50, $18.50, and $20.00.
Political Humor: Will Rogers to Richard Pryor, The
Chicago Public Library Cultural
Center, 78 E. Washinton Street, .
5:30 pm., free.
Bryan Adams/Survivor,
Poplar Creek, 8 pm., tickets are
$10 and $15, 426-1200.
"Secret Admirer" opens at
local theaters .
Chicago Symphony String
Quartet, The Chicago Public
Library Cultural Center (Preston
Bradley Hall), 2 pm., 346-3278,
free.
Kids on Film, The Chicago

20

21
30

JULY

International Youth
Year Culture Month
1

3

4

5
6

13
19

20

Taste of Chicago, Columbus
Drive between Jackson and
Balbo, thru July 7, free.
Third of July Concert and
Fire Works, Grant Park Petrillo
Music Shell, 8 pm., free.
Don Henley, Poplar Creek, 8
pm., tickets are $10 and $15.
WLS Radio's 25th Birthday
Concert, Grant Park Petrillo
Music Shell, free.
AI Jarreau, Alpine Valley, 8 pm.,
tickets: $15.
F.ric Clapton, Poplar Creek, 8
pm., tickets are $10 and $15.
Woodson Library Festival,
9525 S. Halsted, 9 am to 5 pm.,
846-2206.
Air and Water Show, Lake
Shore Park at Chicago Avenue
and the Lake, th ru 14, free.
Pat Metheny Group, Poplar
Creek, 8 pm., $10 and $15.
"The Heavenly Kid," opens at
local theaters.
Taylor Street Talent Fest, 700
block of West Maxwell Street, 9
am to 9 pm. , 829-4058.
Jazz Comes Home, South

... Z<,oot
photographers

24

26

31

Shore Country Club. East Lawn, 1
pm , thru 21 525-8460
Eighth Annual China Town
Moon Festival, 23rd Place between Wentworth and Princeton, 1
pm to midnight weekends, 6 pm
to 11 pm weekdays, 733-7310,
thru 29.
"Silverado," opens at local
movie theaters.
Style Council, Popular Creek, 8
pm., $10 and $15.
UB40, Poplar Creek, 8 pm., tickets are $10 and $15.

AUGUST

International Youth
Year Prevent Hunger
Month
1

2

Chaka Khan, Poplar Creek, 8
pm., tickets are $10 and $15.
Steve Dahl and Garry Meier,
Park West, 322 W. Armitage, 7:30
and 11 pm., tickets: $15, 9295959.
"Ghostbusters" (re-issue)
opens at local theaters.
Adam Ant, Poplar Creek, 8 pm.,
tickets are $10 and $15.

3

5
9

14
16

17

23
28

31

China Town Community Fair,
22nd and Wentworth, 8 pm until
dark. and Aug 4, 842-4952
Huey Lewis and the News,
Alpme Valley, 8 pm
Dire Straits, Poplar Creek, 8
pm, tickets are $10 and $15
Huey Lewis and the News,
Poplar Creek, 8 pm , tickets are
$10 and $15.
" St. Elmo's Fire" opens at
local theaters.
Temptations and the Four
Tops, Poplar Creek, 8 pm., tickets are $10 and $15.
"Fright Night" opens at local
theaters
Fourteenth Annual Broadway Art Fair, 2900 north-3300
north, noon to dusk, ti1ru Aug. 18,
348-8608.
Celebrate on 95th, on 95th
Street between Western and
Wood streets, noon to 8 pm.,
233-3100.
"Beer" opens at local theaters.
Chicago Jazz Festival, Grant
Park Petrillo Music Shell, thru
Sept. 1, free.
Tenth Annual Survival Day,
Sunnyside Mall, 4500 North Magnolia, noon to 6 pm., 769-2085.

•
This year in high schools all over America, half of the
students who buy a high school class ring will be buying a
Jostens Class Ring. That's because Jostens is the leading
designer and manufacturer of high school class rings.
And they. got there by offering class rings unequalled
in quality and craftsmanship. See your Jostens
representative.

In the Picture of
Chicagoland's
Finest Schools
Since 1889
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EXCELLENCE IN SENIOR PORTRAITURE
AND PROM PORTRAITS ...
PROM COMMITIEES CALL
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